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HE Neutrino Astrophysics Started 
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•  Easy to see: mostly isotropic, extragalactic events 
•  Galactic halo? absence of sub-TeV/sub-PeV γ rays  

Ahlers & KM 14 PRD, KM+ 15  
complied from IceCube 14 PRL 

(KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13 PRDR, Ahlers & KM 14 PRD) 



Open Questions 
•  Cosmic ν origin? 

starbursts 
galaxy clusters/groups 
active galaxies 
gamma-ray bursts 
supernovae/pulsars… 

•  pp or pγ? 
•  UHECR connection? 

Waxman-Bahcall bound? 
nucleus-survival bound? 

•  γ-ray connection? 
•  Flavor ratios? 
•  New physics? �����
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hardening the spectrum of the remaining data. The corre-
sponding range of best-fit astrophysical slopes within our
current 90% confidence band on the charm flux [9] is −2.0
to −2.3. As the best-fit charm flux is zero, the best-fit
astrophysical spectrum is on the lower boundary of this
interval at −2.3 (solid line, Figs. 2 and 3) with a total
statistical and systematic uncertainty of !0.3.
To identify any bright neutrino sources in the data, we

employed the same maximum-likelihood clustering search
as before [11] and searched for directional correlations with
TeV gamma-ray sources. For all tests, the test statistic (TS)
is defined as the logarithm of the ratio between the best-fit
likelihood including a point source component and the
likelihood for the null hypothesis, an isotropic distribution
[34]. We determined the significance of any excess by
comparing to maps scrambled in right ascension, in which
our polar detector has uniform exposure.
As in [11], the clustering analysis was run twice, first

with the entire event sample, after removing the two events
(28 and 32) with strong evidence of a cosmic-ray origin,
and second with only the 28 shower events. This controls
for bias in the likelihood fit toward the positions of single
well-resolved muon tracks. We also conducted an addi-
tional test in which we marginalize the likelihood over a
uniform prior on the position of the hypothetical point
source. This reduces the bias introduced by muons,
allowing track and shower events to be used together,
and it improves the sensitivity to multiple sources by
considering the entire sky rather than the single best point.
Three tests were performed to search for neutrinos

correlated with known gamma-ray sources, also using
track and shower events together. The first two searched

for clustering along the Galactic Plane, with a fixed width
of !2.5°, based on TeV gamma-ray measurements [35],
and with a free width between!2.5° and!30°. The last test
searched for the correlation between neutrino events and a
predefined catalog of potential point sources (a combina-
tion of the usual IceCube [36] and ANTARES [37] lists;
see Ref. [29]). For the catalog search, the TS value was
evaluated at each source location, and the post-trial
significance was calculated by comparing the highest
observed value in each hemisphere to results from perform-
ing the analysis on scrambled data sets.
No hypothesis test yielded statistically significant evi-

dence of clustering or correlations. For the all-sky cluster-
ing test (Fig. 5), scrambled data sets produced locations
with equal or greater TS 84% and 7.2% of the time for all
events and for showerlike events only. As in the two-year
data set, the strongest clustering was near the Galactic
Center. Other neutrino observations of this location give no
evidence for a source [38], however, and no new events
were strongly correlated with this region. When using the
marginalized likelihood, a test statistic greater than or equal
to the observed value was found in 28% of scrambled
data sets. The source list yielded p values for the northern
and southern hemispheres of 28% and 8%, respectively.
Correlation with the Galactic Plane was not significant
either: when letting the width float freely, the best fit was
!7.5° with a post-trials chance probability of 2.8%, while a
fixed width of!2.5° returned a p value of 24%. A repeat of
the time clustering search from [11] found no evidence of
structure either.
With or without a possible Galactic contributions

[39,40], the high Galactic latitudes of many of the highest-
energy events (Fig. 5) suggest at least some extragalactic

FIG. 5 (color online). Arrival directions of the events in
Galactic coordinates. Showerlike events (median angular reso-
lution ∼15°) are marked withþ and those containing muon tracks
(≲1°) with ×. Approximately 40% of the events (mostly tracks
[13]) are expected to originate from atmospheric backgrounds.
Event IDs match those in the catalog in Ref. [29] and are time
ordered. The grey line denotes the equatorial plane. Colors show
the test statistic (TS) for the point source clustering test at each
location. No significant clustering was observed.

FIG. 4. Extraterrestrial neutrino flux (νþ ν̄) as a function
of energy. Vertical error bars indicate the 2ΔL ¼ !1 contours
of the flux in each energy bin, holding all other values, including
background normalizations, fixed. These provide approximate
68% confidence ranges. An increase in the charm atmospheric
background to the level of the 90% CL limit from the
northern hemisphere νμ spectrum [9] would reduce the inferred
astrophysical flux at low energies to the level shown for
comparison in light gray. The best-fit power law is E2ϕðEÞ ¼
1.5 × 10−8ðE=100 TeVÞ−0.3 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1.

PRL 113, 101101 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S week ending
5 SEPTEMBER 2014

101101-5

IceCube 14 PRL 



Cosmic-Ray Reservoirs 
Galaxy clusters/groupsStarburst galaxies

CR confinement  

target gas

magnetized region w. CR sources 

CR p 
νµ

νe

e+

µ+

π+
νµ

νe

e+

n 
p 

supernovae 
γ-ray bursts 
active galaxies 

galaxies 
active galaxies 
galaxy mergers 
accretion shocks 

“cosmic-ray 
reservoirs” 

low-energy CRs are  
confined by magnetic fields 

kpc Mpc 

sufficiently high-energy CRs 
escape without interactions 

ν, γ

CR Loeb & Waxman 06 
KM, Inoue & Nagataki 08 
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pp Neutrinos from CR Reservoirs 

•  CR reservoirs explain >0.1 PeV neutrino data with a few PeV break  
•  Must largely contribute to diffuse γ-ray bkg. (perhaps “common” origins?) 

- Strong predictions: spectral index s<2.2, >30% to the diffuse γ-ray bkg. 
 

KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13 PRDR 
updated by KM 1410.3680  

diffuse ν bkg. 
diffuse γ-ray bkg, 

diffusive escape 



pp Neutrinos from CR Reservoirs 

•  CR reservoirs explain >0.1 PeV neutrino data with a few PeV break  
•  Must largely contribute to diffuse γ-ray bkg. (perhaps “common” origins?) 

- Strong predictions: spectral index s<2.2, >30% to the diffuse γ-ray bkg. 
- If steep (s~2.5)→ ruling out a single origin & another component is required  
  GRB (KM & Ioka 13 PRL), AGN (Kimura, KM & Toma 15 ApJ), Galactic (Ahlers & KM 14 PRD) 

KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13 PRDR 
updated by KM 1410.3680  

diffuse ν bkg. 
diffuse γ-ray bkg, 
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10 Kimura, Murase, & Toma

Fig. 6.— The diffuse neutrino intensity (per flavor) from RIAFs
in the LLAGN model. The top panel shows the diffuse neutrino
intensity for each model tabulated in Table 2. The dashed line
(B2) almost overlaps the dot-dashed line (B4). The bottom panel
shows the diffuse intensity from two-component model (see text for
detail). The red-solid, green-dashed, and blue-dotted lines show
the total intensity, intensity from low-energy part, and intensity
from high-energy part, respectively. The green triangles represent
the atmospheric muon neutrino background produced by CRs. The
black squares show the observed data of neutrino signals.

trino flux due to the low pion production efficiency.

4.2. Diffuse intensity of cosmic-ray protons

In our model, most of the injected protons escape from
the accretion flow without depletion due to the low effi-
ciency of pion production fπ ! 0.2. Here, we discuss the
effects of escaping protons.
Assuming that the Universe is filled with CR protons,

we can estimate the CR flux as in the neutrino flux.
Figure 8 shows the estimated flux of CR protons for
models B1, B2, B3, and B4. This flux of the escap-
ing protons is much lower than observed CR flux for
1015.5eV < Ep < 1018 eV for all the models. Although
the escaping proton luminosity has weaker dependence
on ṁ than that of neutrino luminosity, the bright part is
dominant for the CR proton flux.
We note that it is unclear whether CRs of Ep ∼ 1016

eV are able to arrive at the Earth from LLAGN. In
fact, the magnetic fields in the intergalactic medium
(IGM) prevent the protons from traveling straightly, so
that the distant sources cannot contribute to the CR

Fig. 7.— The contribution to the total intensity (red-thick lines)
from different luminosity bins (thin lines). The blue-dashed, green-
dotted, and magenta-dot-dashed lines show the fluxes from bright,
middle, and faint parts, respectively. See text for definition of the
each part. The black squares show the observed data of neutrino
signals. The top and bottom panels show the intensity for B2 and
B3, respectively.

flux. The diffusion length of CR protons during the cos-

mic time is estimated to be ∼ 6B−1/6
−8 E1/6

p,16l
1/3
coh,2 Mpc

(Ep ! 1018 eV), where we use B−8 = B/(10−8 Gauss),
Ep,16 = Ep/(10 PeV), and the coherence length lcoh,2 =
lcoh/(100 kpc) (e.g., Ryu et al. 2008). We consider that
the CRs are in cosmic filaments and/or the galaxy groups
with Kolmogorov turbulence, and ignore the cosmic ex-
pansion. In addition, our Galaxy is located in the local
group, where the magnetic fields are probably stronger
than the usual IGM. These magnetic fields can poten-
tially reduce the UHECR flux of Ep ∼ 1019 eV arriving
at the Earth (Takami et al. 2014). We should take the
effects of these magnetic fields into account to discuss the
arrival CR flux in detail.
The escaping protons would diffuse in host galaxies

of LLAGN, and interact with gas in the interstellar
medium (ISM) inside the galaxies. The pion produc-
tion efficiency of pp inelastic collisions in the ISM is esti-
mated to be fπ,gal ≃ Kppnp,galσppcttrap ∼ 8×10−4E−0.3

p,16 ,
where np,gal ∼ 1 cm−3 is the mean nucleon density
in the host galaxy, ttrap = h2/4κ is the trapping time
in the galaxy. We use the scale height h ∼ 1 kpc
and the diffusion coefficient estimated in our Galaxy,

pγ Neutrinos from GRBs and AGN 

- “hidden neutrino sources?” (invisible in γ rays but maybe in X rays or optical) 

see also KM+ 06 ApJL 
KM & Ioka 13 PRL Kimura, KM & Toma 15 ApJ 

Standard jet models as the cosmic ν origin: ruled out by multi-messenger obs. 
- Classical GRBs: constrained by stacking analyses <~ 10-9 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1   
- Blazars: spectral shape (KM, Inoue & Dermer 14), point-source limits (KM & Waxman 15)   

Low-power GRBs Low-luminosity AGN 

- Uncertain but multi-messenger data should help (need theoretical work) 
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Muon Neutrino Constraints 

•  Present data give limits: n0>10-8-10-5 Mpc-3 

                                           Eν LΕν<1041-1043 erg/s 
•  Testing CR reservoirs: need a detector like IceCube-Gen2 
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KM & Waxman 14 @JSI 
see also 
Silvestri & Barwick 10 
KM, Beacom & Takami 12 
Ahlers & Halzen 14 

ruled out 



Testing CR Reservoir Models w. Neutrinos 

Starburst galaxies: n0~10-5 Mpc-3 (calorimetric or Lγ-LIR corr.)  
Galaxy clusters: n0~10-5 Mpc-3, n0~10-6 Mpc-3 (massive clusters) 
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Figure 15. Forecasted neutrino constraints on the total CR energy, Ecr, for five nearby GCs. The
uniform CR distribution is assumed. The Virgo cluster gives the most stringent constraint. The
shaded region indicates the typical total CR energy required in the scenario where GCs contribute to
the observed CR flux.
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Figure 16. Forecasted neutrino constraints on the CR energy fraction in the isobaric model, Xcr, for
five nearby GCs. The CR distribution is assumed to trace the thermal energy distribution. One sees
that the Perseus cluster gives the most stringent constraint.

energy in the PeV range is so small that the neutrino constraints should be weak. One sees
that the Virgo cluster gives the most stringent neutrino constraint, Ecr ! 1062 erg for s = 2.

Neutrinos with ∼ PeV energies are produced by protons with ∼ 30 PeV [29]. Although
it might be difficult to trap such high-energy CRs in GCs, it is useful to consider the isobaric
model as an optimistic case. In this case, CRs are more clustered around the GC center, so
the neutrino flux is enhanced for the same total CR energy. In figure 16, we show forecasted
neutrino constraints on the CR energy fraction in the isobaric model, Xcr. More massive
GCs are expected to be larger energy reservoirs and the neutrino flux is proportional to n2

N
rather than nN , so the order among the five clusters changes from that in figure 15. One sees
that the Perseus cluster gives the most stringent neutrino constraint, Xcr ! 0.03 for s = 2.

– 19 –

KM & Beacom 13 JCAP 

Good chances to see neutrinos if CR reservoir models are correct 

Muon neutrino event rates  
from nearby starbursts 

ruled out 
by diffuse γ bkg. 

Muon neutrino constraints 
from nearby galaxy clusters 

IceCube-Gen2 

KM & Waxman 15 



Testing CR Reservoir Models w. γ Rays 

Candidate sources should be seen by CTA or HAWC (if sν=2.18) 
as long as TeV γ rays can escape (should be OK in CR reservoirs)  

preliminary (optimistic) 

KM & Waxman 15 
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•  Fermi results → γ-ray spectra should be hard (s<2.1-2.2)  
•  Nearby CR reservoirs should be seen as hard multi-TeV γ-ray sources 
•  Deep observations by future TeV γ-ray detectors (ex. CTA) is crucial 
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γ-ray Limits Challenge the Dark Matter Scenario 

•  Galactic: γ → direct (w. some attenuation), e± → sync. + inv. Compton 
•  Extragalactic → EM cascades during cosmological propagation 

Many authors tried to explain by DM…  

KM, Laha, Ando & Ahlers 15 

DM → νe+νe (12%) 
DM → b+b (88%) 

ex. Feldstein et al. 13,  Esmaili & Serpico 13,  
      Bai+ 14, Higaki+ 14, Fong+ 15, Rott+ 15 

(similar results in other  
models that are proposed)   
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DM Scenarios can be Killed by IceCube-Gen2 
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KM, Laha, Ando & Ahlers 15 

τdm ~ a fewx1027 s  
 
flux ∝ Mdm/τdm/D2   
→ nearby DM halos 
     (galaxies & clusters) 
     give us a critical test 

 Markus Ackermann  |  04.05.2015  |  Page  

Summary

> Neutrinos and gamma rays are indeed complementary messengers. They probe
▪ different high-energy interactions.
▪ different energy regimes.
▪ different distance regimes.

> The correlations between the two messengers can be used to understand the high-
energy emission of various source populations better.
▪ Galactic high-energy ! sources compatible with "-ray data, but no identification yet.
▪ LAT Blazars contribute less than 20% to the diffuse !-flux.
▪ Extragalactic p-p scenarios (like star-forming galaxies) problematic.
▪ No coincidence with GRBs detected yet.

> New instruments proposed  
promise a bright future.

31

ASTROGAM

CTA

IceCube-Gen2Again, IceCube-Gen2 is crucial  



Summary 
What is the origin of cosmic ν signals? 
Implications: 
mostly isotropic & diffuse TeV-PeV γ-ray limits → extragalactic  
pp scenarios: s<2.2 & >30% to the diffuse sub-TeV γ-ray bkg.  
                      s~2.5 → another component below ~100 TeV?   
pγ scenarios: not explained by classical GRBs & blazars  
                    → hidden sources (ex. low-power GRBs/AGN)? 
 

Requests for future: 
IceCube-Gen2: n0>10-5 Mpc-3, testing CR reservoirs & PeV DM  
Fermi: ~2-3 improvements can rule out or support pp scenarios & PeV DM 
CTA: CR reservoirs as s<2.2 γ-ray sources, DM emission from galaxy clusters   
HAWC/air-shower arrays: γ-ray counterparts if significant Galactic contributions 
Importance of theories: “multi-messenger” approach (ex. AMON) 
especially for pγ scenarios (ex. low-power GRBs w. hard X-ray sky monitors) 
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Astrophysical “Isotropic” Neutrino Background – Mean Diffuse Intensity  

z=0 (present) 

z=1 

z=5 

t 

Physical Review Letters

Kohta Murase1
1Yukawa Institute for Theoretical Physics,
Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606-8502, Japan

(Dated: February 2, 2014)

PACS numbers: 98.70.Rz, 11.30.Cp, 98.70.Sa

E2
νΦν ≈

ctH
4π

fmesfzε
2
pqp(εp) (1)

fz =

∫

dz
1+z

| dt
dz
|qp(z)

tHqp
(2)

30(r/1013 cm)
−1

! (B/G) ! 107(Γj/100) (3)

ε2νΦν =
c

4π

∫

dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

dt

dz

∣

∣

∣

∣

ε2νqν(εν)F (z) (4)

EB ≈
3

5

GM2
ns

Rns

∼ 3× 1053 erg (5)

[1] K. Murase, Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 081102 (2009).

Most contributions come from unresolved distant sources, difficult to see each 

F(z): redshift evolution 

z 

d~3 Gpc 

d~8 Gpc 

εν2 q(εν): ν emissivity at z=0 
              (source physics) 

F(z) 

typically maximum at z~1-2 
ex. star-formation rate 
      supernova rate  

diffuse ν intensity of extragalactic sources (cf. supernova ν bkg.) ← consistent w. isotropic distribution   



Astrophysical Extragalactic Scenarios 

Active galactic nuclei γ-ray burst
Galaxy group/clusterStarburst galaxy

Cosmic-Ray Accelerators 
(UHECR candidate sources) 

Cosmic-ray Reservoirs 

- γ-ray bursts  
  ex. Waxman & Bahcall 97, KM et al. 06 
  after Neutrino 2012: 
 KM & Ioka 13, Laha et al. 13, Winter 13 
 Cholis & Hooper 13, Liu & Wang 13 
   
- Active galactic nuclei  
  ex. Stecker et al. 91, Mannheim 95 
  after Neutrino 2012: 
  Kalashev, Kusenko & Essey 13, Stecker 13, 
  KM, Inoue & Dermer 14, Dermer et al. 14 

- Starburst galaxies (not Milky-Way-like) 
  ex. Loeb & Waxman 06, Thompson et al. 07 
  after Neutrino 2012: 
  KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13, Katz et al. 13, 
  Liu et al. 14, Tamborra, Ando & KM 14, 
  Anchordoqui et al. 14  
 
- Galaxy groups/clusters  
  ex. Berezinsky et al. 97, KM et al. 08 
  after Neutrino 2012:  
  KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13 

accretion to 
massive black hole 

core-collapse of  
massive stars 

higher star-formation 
→ many supernovae 

gigantic reservoirs w.  
AGN, galaxy mergers  



Astrophysical Extragalactic Scenarios 

Active galactic nuclei γ-ray burst

p+ p→ Nπ + X

Galaxy group/clusterStarburst galaxy

Cosmic-Ray Accelerators 
(UHECR candidate sources) 

Cosmic-ray Reservoirs 

CR confinement  

target gas

CR p 

target γ
νµ

νe

e+

µ+

π+
νµ
νe

e+

n p 

p+γ→ Nπ + X

CR e 

ex. shocks in outflow  
      → electron acceleration 
      → synchrotron emission  

magnetized region w. CR sources 

CR p νµ

νe

e+

µ+

π+
νµ

νe

e+

n p 

accretion to 
massive black hole 

core-collapse of  
massive stars 

higher star-formation  
→ many supernovae 

gigantic reservoirs w.  
AGN, galaxy mergers  

relativistic 
outflow 



Astrophysical Extragalactic Scenarios 

p+γ→ Nπ + X

Active galactic nuclei γ-ray burst

p+ p→ Nπ + X

Galaxy group/clusterStarburst galaxy

Cosmic-Ray Accelerators 
(UHECR candidate sources) 

Cosmic-ray Reservoirs 

σpp~1/mπ
2~30 mb 

Δ-resonance 
(+ direct ch.) 

σpγ~ασpp~0.5 mb 

ε'pε’γ ~ (0.34 GeV)(mp/2) ~ 0.16 GeV2 

roughly energy-independent 

accretion to 
massive black hole 

core-collapse of  
massive stars 

higher star-formation  
→ many supernovae 

gigantic reservoirs w.  
AGN, galaxy mergers  

σpp σpγ 



Astrophysical Extragalactic Scenarios 

p+γ→ Nπ + X

Active galactic nuclei γ-ray burst

Eν

E2 Φ  

ν  

0.1 TeV PeV 

p+ p→ Nπ + X

Galaxy group/clusterStarburst galaxy

Eν

E2 Φ  

ν  

0.1 TeV PeV 

CR 

CR 

Cosmic-Ray Accelerators 
(UHECR candidate sources) 

Cosmic-ray Reservoirs 

obs. photon spectra 
& source size 

gas density & 
source size 

 Eν ~ 0.04 Ep: PeV neutrino ⇔ 20-30 PeV CR nucleon energy   

sν~sCR sν≠sCR 

accretion to 
massive black hole 

core-collapse of  
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- ν data are consistent w. pre-discovery calculations (within uncertainty) 
- CR diffusive escape naturally makes a ν spectral break (predicted)  
- Uncertain (ex. how Ep

max>Eknee?)         but models look simple and natural 

3

olate the local 1.4 GHz energy production rate per unit
volume (of which a dominant fraction is produced in qui-
escent spiral galaxies) to the redshifts where most of the
stars had formed through the starburst mode, based on
the observed redshift evolution of the cosmic star forma-
tion rate [24], and calculate the resulting neutrino back-
ground. The cumulative GeV neutrino background from
starburst galaxies is then

E2
νΦν(Eν = 1GeV) ≈

c

4π
ζtH [4ν(dLν/dV )]ν=1.4GHz

= 10−7ζ0.5 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1. (2)

Here, tH is the age of the Universe, and the factor
ζ = 100.5ζ0.5 incorporates a correction due to redshift
evolution of the star formation rate relative to its present-
day value. The value of ζ0.5 ∼ 1 applies to activity that
traces the cosmic star formation history [6]. Note that
flavor oscillations would convert the pion decay flavor ra-
tio, νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 2 : 0 to 1 : 1 : 1 [11], so that
Φνe

= Φνµ
= Φντ

= Φν/2.
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FIG. 1: The shaded region brackets the range of plausible
choices for the spectrum of the neutrino background. Its up-
per boundary is obtained for a power-law index p = 2 of
the injected cosmic-rays, and its lower boundary corresponds
to p = 2.25 for Eν < 1014.5 eV. The solid green line corre-
sponds to the likely value p = 2.15 (see text). Other lines: the
WB upper bound on the high energy muon neutrino intensity
from optically-thin sources; the neutrino intensity expected
from interaction with CMB photons (GZK); the atmospheric
neutrino background; experimental upper bounds of optical
Cerenkov experiments (BAIKAL [29] and AMANDA [30]);
and the expected sensitivity of 0.1 km2 and 1 km2 optical
Cerenkov detectors [1].

Equation (2) provides an estimate of the GeV neu-
trino background. The extrapolation of this background
to higher neutrino energies depends on the energy spec-
trum of the high energy protons. If the proton energy dis-
tribution follows a power-law, dN/dE ∝ E−p, then the

neutrino spectrum would be, E2
νΦνµ

∝ E2−p
ν . The energy

distribution of cosmic-ray protons measured on Earth fol-
lows a power-law dN/dE ∝ E−2.75 up to the ”knee” in
the cosmic-ray spectrum at a few times 1015 eV [23, 25].
(The proton spectrum becomes steeper, i.e. softer, at
higher energies [2].) Given the energy dependence of the
confinement time, ∝ E−s [22], this implies a produc-
tion spectrum dN/dE ∝ E−p with p = 2.75 − s ≈ 2.15.
This power-law index is close to, but somewhat higher
than, the theoretical value p = 2, which implies equal
energy per logarithmic particle energy bin, obtained for
Fermi acceleration in strong shocks under the test par-
ticle approximation [26]. We note that the cosmic-ray
spectrum observed on Earth may not be representative
of the cosmic-ray distribution in the Galaxy in general.
The inferred excess relative to model predictions of the
> 1 GeV photon flux from the inner Galaxy, implies that
the cosmic-rays are generated with a spectral index p
smaller than the value p = 2.15 inferred from the local
cosmic-ray distribution, and possibly that the spectral
index of cosmic-rays in the inner Galaxy is smaller than
the local one [27]. The spectrum of electrons accelerated
in SNe is inferred to be a power law with spectral index
p = 2.1 ± 0.1 over a wide range energies, ∼ 1 GeV to
∼ 10 TeV, based on radio, X-ray and TeV observations
(e.g. [28]).

For a steeply falling proton spectrum such as dN/dE ∼
E−2, the production of neutrinos of energy Eν is domi-
nated by protons of energy E ≈ 20Eν [18], so that the
cosmic-ray ”knee” corresponds to Eν ∼ 0.1 PeV. In anal-
ogy with the Galactic injection parameters of cosmic-
rays, we expect the neutrino background to scale as

E2
νΦSB

ν ≈ 10−7(Eν/1GeV)−0.15±0.1GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1(3)

up to ∼ 0.1 PeV. In fact, the ”knee” in the proton spec-
trum for starburst galaxies may occur at an energy higher
than in the Galaxy. The steepening (softening) of the
proton spectrum at the knee may be either due to a
steeper proton production spectrum at higher energies, or
a faster decline with energy for the proton confinement
time. Since both the acceleration of protons and their
confinement depend on the magnetic field, we expect the
”knee” to shift to a higher energy in starbursts, where the
magnetic field is much stronger than the Galactic value.
The predicted neutrino intensity is shown as a solid line
in Fig. 1. The shaded region illustrating the range of
uncertainty in the predicted neutrino background. This
range is bounded from above by the intensity obtained
for p = 2, corresponding to equal proton energy per log-
arithmic bin, and from below by the intensity obtained
for p = 2.25, corresponding to the lower value of the
confinement time spectral index, s = 0.5.

The extension of the neutrino spectrum to energies
Eν > 1 PeV is highly uncertain. If the steepening of the
proton spectrum at the knee is due to a rapid decrease
in the proton confinement time within the Galaxy rather
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Fig. 1.—Expected event rates for muon neutrinos ( ) in IceCube-like¯n ! nm m

detectors from five nearby CGs: Virgo, Centaurus, Perseus, Coma, and Oph-
iuchus. Broken power-law CR spectra with , , andp p 2.0 p p 2.4 ! p1 2 b

eV is assumed, and the isobaric model with is used. Note17.510 X p 0.029CR

that IceCube and KM3NeT mainly cover the northern and southern celestial
hemispheres, respectively. Neutrino oscillation is taken into account. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 2.—Cumulative neutrino ( ) background from¯ ¯ ¯n ! n ! n ! n ! n ! ne e m m t t

CGs for broken power-law CR spectra with and . The breakp p 2.0 p p 2.41 2

energies are eV (thick lines) and eV (thin lines), re-17.5 16.5! p 10 ! p 10b b

spectively. The CR power is normalized to 2 45 "3˙! (dn/d!) p 2 # 10 erg Mpc
at eV, as required to account for CRs above the second knee."1 18yr ! p 10

For the isobaric model, the corresponding is 0.029 and 0.067. For theXCR

central-AGN model, Kolmogorov-like turbulence is assumed with k pCG

. We take Gyr and . WB represents the30 2 "110 cm s t p Dt p 1 z p 2dyn max

Waxman-Bahcall bounds (Waxman & Bahcall 1998).culations of the neutrino spectra using formulae based on the
SIBYLL code at high energies (Kelner et al. 2006).

The neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes can be estimated via the
effective optical depth for the pp reaction as f ≈pp

, where is the target nucleon density in the ICM,0.8j n ct npp N int N

is the pp cross section, and tint ∼ tdyn or max( , tdiff) is thej r/cpp

pp interaction time. Because at Mpc"4.5 "3n ∼ 10 cm r ∼ 1.5N

(Colafrancesco & Blasi 1998; Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004),
, and in the 100 PeV range (Kelner"25 2k ∼ 0.6 j ∼ 10 cmpp pp

et al. 2006), we obtain

"3f ∼ 2.4 # 10 n (t /1 Gyr). (1)pp N,"4.5 int

Roughly speaking, high-energy neutrinos from charged-pion
decay have typical energy (true only in the average! ∼ 0.03!n

sense, because charged particles have wide energy distributions
and high multiplicities as expected from the KNO scaling law)
(Kelner et al. 2006). Hence, neutrinos "PeV are directly related
to CRs above the second knee.

First we obtain numerically the neutrino spectra and expected
event rates from five nearby CGs, utilizing the b model or
double-b model description in Tables 1 and 2 in Pfrommer &
Enßlin (2004) for the thermal gas profile of each CG (Fig. 1).
Our gamma-ray fluxes for single power-law spectra agree with
the results of Pfrommer & Enßlin (2004). As is apparent in
Figure 1, the detection of neutrino signals from individual CGs
could be challenging even for nearby objects. It may be achiev-
able, however, through a detailed stacking analysis.

More promising would be the cumulative background signal.
A rough estimate of the neutrino background is (e.g., Murase
2007; Waxman & Bahcall 1998)

c 1 dN2 2! F ∼ min (1, f )! n (0)fn n pp CG z4pH 3 d! dt0

"9 "2 "1 "1∼ 1.5 # 10 GeV cm s sr fz

18 "p!2.1f (! p 10 eV) !pp n# , (2)[ ] ( )"32.4 # 10 10 PeV

where CGs are assumed to be the main sources of CRs from
the second knee to the ankle. Here, is the local densityn (0)CG

of massive CGs and is a correction factor for the sourcefz

evolution (Murase 2007; Waxman & Bahcall 1998). For de-
tailed numerical calculations of the background, we treat more
distant CGs following Colafrancesco & Blasi (1998) adopting
the mass function of Jenkins et al. (2001). The results for the
broken power-law case are shown in Figure 2. With ! pb

eV, the expected event rates above 0.1 PeV in IceCube17.510
(Ahrens et al. 2004) are ∼2 yr"1 for model A, ∼1 yr"1 for model
B, ∼5 yr"1 for the isobaric model, and ∼3 yr"1 for the central
AGN model.

Hence, upcoming telescopes may be able to find multi-PeV
neutrino signals from CGs, providing a crucial test of our sce-
nario. From equation (2), we can also estimate the correspond-
ing gamma-ray background from decay, which is0 2p ! F ∼g g

for the broken power-law"9 "8 "2 "1 "1(10 to 10 ) GeV cm s sr
case. This is only (0.1–1)% of the EGRET limit, consistent
with the nondetection so far for individual CGs. Note that the
expected gamma-ray background flux would increase if can!b

be decreased, requiring larger CR power from CGs.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

To test the CG origin of second knee CRs, high-energy neu-
trinos should offer one of the most crucial multimessenger
signals. Unlike at the highest energies, CRs themselves in the

eV range offer no chance of source identification as they1810
should be severely deflected by Galactic and extragalactic mag-
netic fields. Moreover, due to magnetic horizon effects, extra-
galactic CRs #1017 eV may not reach us at all (Lemoine 2005;
Kotera & Lemoine 2007) so even the broken power-law spectral
form will not be directly observable. Gamma-rays are unaf-
fected by intervening magnetic fields, but those at "PeV en-
ergies relevant for the second knee are significantly attenuated
by pair-creation processes with the CMB and cosmic IR back-
grounds (e.g., Kachelrieß 2008). In contrast, neutrinos in the
PeV–EeV energy range should be unscathed during propaga-
tion (Bhattacharjee & Sigl 2000 and references there in). Con-
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CASCADE GAMMA-RAY SIGNALS PRODUCED IN COSMIC VOIDS AS A CLUE OF ULTRA-HIGH-ENERGY
COSMIC RAYS FROM ACTIVE GALACTIC NUCLEI EMBEDDED IN THE STRUCTURED UNIVERSE

KOHTA MURASE
1

AND HAJIME TAKAMI
2

ABSTRACT

Active galactic nuclei Cocoon shocks might work as a accelerator if the Mach number is high enough. Even
if the This model leads to the strong emission, Possibly, neutrinos might be detecable as the diffuse neutrino
background.

Subject headings: gamma rays: bursts — gamma rays: theory — plasmas

1. INTRODUCTION

The origin of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) is
still one of the open problems. Active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
are one of the most widely discussed UHECR sources. There
are radio loud AGNs that are supposed to have strong jets and
radio quiet AGNs that are not supposed. The former class can
be divided into two classes: FR I galaxies and FR II galax-

ies. FR I galaxies typically have L j ! 1045 erg s−1 while FR

II galaxies have L j " 1045 erg s−1. The local source density

is ns ∼ 10−4 Mpc−3 and ns ∼ 10−7.5 Mpc−3, respectively. See
Kawakatsu et al. 2009 and Collin 2008. When these AGNs
are observed by on-axis observers, they are seen as blazars.
Especially, FR II galaxies are supposed to be observed as FS-

RQs that typically have L j " 1047 erg s−1. See Ghisellini et al.
2009.

Radio quiet AGNs include Seyfert galaxies and their source

density is higher, ns ∼ 10−3 Mpc−3. They may also have weak
jets. See e.g., Hodge et al. 2008.

There are

2. THE COCOON SHOCK SCENARIO

The Hillas condition implies the necessary condition for
UHECRs to be accelerated. The source may move towards
us with the relativistic speed of cβ. When the bulk Lorentz
factor of the source is Γ, the distance of the emission re-
gion is written as r ≈ 2Γ2cδt and l ≈ r/2Γ is the comoving
source size. When the source moves nonrelativistically, r it-
self should be interpreted as the source size. The Hillas con-
dition rL < ZeBlβ becomes

LB > 6.7× 1045 erg s−1 Z−2E2
20Γ

2β−1 (1)

The acceleration time scale tacc ≡ ηE/ZeBc should also be
smaller than the dynamical time scale tdyn ≈ l/βc or the dif-

fusion time scale tdiff ≈ l2/3κ. In the former case, tacc < tdyn

leads to

LB > 6.7× 1045 erg s−1 η2Z−2E2
20Γ

2β3 (2)

η depends on acceleration mechanisms. In the latter case, we
have

LB > 6.7× 1045 erg s−1 η2Z−2E2
20Γ

2β

(

κ
1
3
lc

)2

(3)

Therefore, it would be possible for FR I and FR II galaxies to
generate UHE protons while radio quiet galaxies only produce
UHE nuclei rather UHE protons.

1 YITP, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606-8502, Japan
2 YITP, Kyoto University, Kyoto, 606-8502, Japan

3. METHOD

Taking into account the pair creation, inverse Compton,
synchrotron radiation and adiabatic loss, we numerically cal-
culate the cascade emission by solving the Boltzmann equa-
tions that are often referred as kinetic equations ???,

∂Nγ

∂x
= −NγRγγ +

∂NIC
γ

∂x
+
∂N

syn
γ

∂x
−

∂

∂E
[PadNγ] + Qinj

γ ,

∂Ne

∂x
=
∂Nγγ

e

∂x
− NeRIC +

∂NIC
e

∂x
−

∂

∂E
[(Psyn + Pad)Ne] + Qinj

e ,

where

Rγγ =

∫

dε
dn

dε

∫

dΩ

4π
c̃σγγ(ε,Ω),

RIC =

∫

dε
dn

dε

∫

dΩ

4π
c̃σIC(ε,Ω),

∂NIC
γ

∂x
=

∫

dE ′Ne(E ′)

∫

dε
dn

dε

∫

dΩ

4π
c̃

dσIC

dEγ
(ε,Ω,E ′),

∂Nγγ
e

∂x
=

∫

dE ′Nγ(E ′)

∫

dε
dn

dε

∫

dΩ

4π
c̃

dσγγ

dEe
(ε,Ω,E ′),

∂NIC
e

∂x
=

∫

dE ′Ne(E ′)

∫

dε
dn

dε

∫

dΩ

4π
c̃

dσIC

dEe
(ε,Ω,E ′). (4)

Here c̃ = (1−µ)c, Psyn is the synchrotron energy loss rate, Pad is
the adiabatic energy loss rate, Nγ and Ne are photon and elec-

tron/positron number densities per energy decade, and Q
inj
γ

and Q
inj
e are photon and electron/positron injection rate.

4. RESULTS

We have performed numerical calculations using the same
code.

4.1. The photon flux

We have to consider the two points as for those loss pro-
cesses. First, the acceleration time should be smaller than all
the loss time scales due to synchrotron cooling and photo-
hadronic cooling and so on. In addition, accelerated particles
should escape from the source before they lose their energy
due to those loss processes.

For discussions below, we need the target photon field.
Here we assume the broken power-law spectrum which can
be expected for various nonthermal phenomena of GRBs and
AGNs. For given observed break energy of εb

ob = Γεb and lu-
minosity of Lγ , we use

dn

dε
∝

Lγ

4πr2Γ(βc)
(ε/εb)

β−1
(5)
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First Multimessenger Constraints from “Measured” Fluxes 

•  sν<2.1-2.2 (for extragal.), sν<2.0 (Gal.) (cf. Milky Way: sγ~2.7) 
•  contribution to diffuse sub-TeV γ: >30%(SFR evol.)-40% (no evol.) 
•  IceCube & Fermi data can be explained simultaneously 

KM, Ahlers & Lacki 13 PRDR 

pp scenario

“comparable fluxes” 
quite model-independent 

Fermi data 

per flavor 

cosmic-ray reservoir models  
(starbursts, galaxy clusters etc.)  

sν=2.18 

sν=2.0 



Implications for Further Neutrino Studies 

Shower searches at lower energies offer the fastest way to 
distinguish between the neutrino spectra 
ex. if sν>2.3 → pp scenarios will have a trouble 

Laha, Beacom, Dasgupta, 
Horiuchi & KM 2013 PRD 
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Here we assume E! ’ E% because the hadronic cascade
will contribute to the energy deposited.

The muon spectrum from through-going events
[72,123], taking into account the increase in the effective
volume of the detector due to the long muon range, is
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where Ei is the initial neutrino energy and Ehigh its maxi-

mum value, which depends on the distance to the horizon
at the zenith angle; for upgoing events, Ehigh is effectively

infinite. Instead of the detector volume, the detector area
A ’ 1 km2 and a term reflecting the muon range appear.
We neglect the large fluctuations in the muon energy-loss
rate [124,125]. This and the preceding event rate equations
also neglect the integration over d&=dy, which can affect
the results by a few tens of percent, which is within our
uncertainties.

B. Predicted spectra below 1 PeV

Figure 5 shows our predicted track and cascade spectra
for two years of the full IceCube; the numbers of events are
given in Table II. It is likely that much of this exposure time
can be obtained from existing data with new analyses
targeted to this energy range. All input neutrino fluxes
are normalized as in previous figures. To avoid over-
extrapolating the power-law astrophysical fluxes and to
focus on the energy range with the best ratio of signal to
background, we show results only down to 0.1 PeV, though
IceCube should go to lower energies.
The left panel shows that analyses with muon tracks are

limited by the large atmospheric conventional background,
so that the astrophysical signals will only emerge above a
few hundred TeV, especially once the smearing effects of
energy resolution are taken into account. Even if just
contained-vertex muons are selected, the background due
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FIG. 5 (color online). Predictions for measurable spectra in two years of the full IceCube for various neutrino spectra considered
above. Left panel: EdN=dE for neutrino-induced muons (upgoing only), where the muon energy is measured as it first appears in the
detector, whether as a contained-vertex or a through-going event. Right panel: EdN=dE for neutrino-induced cascades (all directions),
where the cascade energy is measured as deposited in the detector, whether as a CC or NC event. As above, the number of events in a
region is proportional to the integrated area, i.e., to the height times the logarithmic energy range.

TABLE II. Expected numbers of track and cascade events
(ideal case or theorist’s approach), obtained by integrating the
curves in each panel of Fig. 5 over the range 0.1–1 PeV.

Possible Source Ntrack Ncasc

Atmospheric conventional [45,58] 11 1
Atmospheric prompt [61] 3 4
Astrophysical E"2 11 19
Astrophysical E"2:5 10 20
Astrophysical E"3 9 20
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infinite. Instead of the detector volume, the detector area
A ’ 1 km2 and a term reflecting the muon range appear.
We neglect the large fluctuations in the muon energy-loss
rate [124,125]. This and the preceding event rate equations
also neglect the integration over d&=dy, which can affect
the results by a few tens of percent, which is within our
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given in Table II. It is likely that much of this exposure time
can be obtained from existing data with new analyses
targeted to this energy range. All input neutrino fluxes
are normalized as in previous figures. To avoid over-
extrapolating the power-law astrophysical fluxes and to
focus on the energy range with the best ratio of signal to
background, we show results only down to 0.1 PeV, though
IceCube should go to lower energies.
The left panel shows that analyses with muon tracks are

limited by the large atmospheric conventional background,
so that the astrophysical signals will only emerge above a
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region is proportional to the integrated area, i.e., to the height times the logarithmic energy range.

TABLE II. Expected numbers of track and cascade events
(ideal case or theorist’s approach), obtained by integrating the
curves in each panel of Fig. 5 over the range 0.1–1 PeV.

Possible Source Ntrack Ncasc

Atmospheric conventional [45,58] 11 1
Atmospheric prompt [61] 3 4
Astrophysical E"2 11 19
Astrophysical E"2:5 10 20
Astrophysical E"3 9 20

LAHA et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 88, 043009 (2013)
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So measurements of sν at low energies have been waited for 



New Results Announced in 2014 
•  LE extension down to <10 TeV 
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FIG. 7. Average deposited-energy spectra expected from the various sources of neutrinos in this analysis from the southern
and northern skies. The conventional atmospheric component corresponds to the calculation of [19], with corrections for the
knee of the cosmic-ray spectrum and the fraction vetoed by accompanying muons, while the prompt component corresponds
to the calculation of [28] with similar corrections, but with the normalization taken from the previously-published upper limit
of 3.8 [53]. The astrophysical component corresponds to Eq. (1) with �0 = 10�18 GeV�1 cm�2 sr�1 s�1 and � = 2.
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FIG. 8. Deposited energy spectra from the northern and southern skies (points) with the best-fit combination of atmospheric
and astrophysical contributions from Table I. Below 3 TeV, the events observed from the northern sky are adequately explained
by conventional atmospheric neutrinos. In the same energy range in the southern sky, penetrating atmospheric muons account
for the remaining events. Above 10 TeV, an extra component is required to account for the observed high-energy events,
especially those in the southern sky. Since atmospheric neutrinos of any kind are often vetoed by accompanying muons, the
excess is best explained by astrophysical neutrinos. We interpret the excess over the best-fit sum around 30 TeV as a statistical
fluctuation.
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The IceCube Neutrino Observatory was designed primarily to search for high-energy (TeV–
PeV) neutrinos produced in distant astrophysical objects. A search for & 100 TeV neutrinos in-
teracting inside the instrumented volume has recently provided evidence for an isotropic flux of
such neutrinos. At lower energies, IceCube collects large numbers of neutrinos from the weak
decays of mesons in cosmic-ray air showers. Here we present the results of a search for neu-
trino interactions inside IceCube’s instrumented volume between 1 TeV and 1 PeV in 641 days
of data taken from 2010–2012, lowering the energy threshold for neutrinos from the southern
sky below 10 TeV for the first time, far below the threshold of the previous high-energy anal-
ysis. Astrophysical neutrinos remain the dominant component in the southern sky down to 10
TeV. From these data we derive new constraints on the di↵use astrophysical neutrino spectrum,
�⌫ = 2.06+0.4

�0.3 ⇥ 10�18
�
E⌫/10

5 GeV
��2.46±0.12

GeV�1 cm�2 sr�1 s�1, as well as the strongest upper
limit yet on the flux of neutrinos from charmed-meson decay in the atmosphere, 1.52 times the
benchmark theoretical prediction used in previous IceCube results at 90% confidence.

⇤ Earthquake Research Institute, University of Tokyo, Bunkyo,
Tokyo 113-0032, Japan

† NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, USA
‡ Corresponding author; jvansanten@icecube.wisc.edu

I. INTRODUCTION

High-energy neutrinos are ideal cosmic messengers,
produced whenever cosmic rays interact with matter or
photons near their as-yet unknown acceleration sites, and
carrying information about the conditions there to Earth
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FIG. 8. Deposited energy spectra from the northern and southern skies (points) with the best-fit combination of atmospheric
and astrophysical contributions from Table I. Below 3 TeV, the events observed from the northern sky are adequately explained
by conventional atmospheric neutrinos. In the same energy range in the southern sky, penetrating atmospheric muons account
for the remaining events. Above 10 TeV, an extra component is required to account for the observed high-energy events,
especially those in the southern sky. Since atmospheric neutrinos of any kind are often vetoed by accompanying muons, the
excess is best explained by astrophysical neutrinos. We interpret the excess over the best-fit sum around 30 TeV as a statistical
fluctuation.

2.46 is too steep & 10-7 is too high →  1. Galactic components at LE?  
                       2. favoring pγ scenarios?  

IceCube 1410.1749 
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FIG. 12. Unfolding the non-atmospheric excess as piecewise-
constant per-flavor fluxes E2�. The horizontal error bars
show the range of primary neutrino energies that contribute to
each bin, while the vertical error bars show the range of E2�
that change the �2� lnL test statistic by less than 1. The
black points show the fit to the data sample presented here;
the light grey data points are from the 3-year data sample of
[7], shifted slightly to the right for better visibility. Above the
highest observed energy, the error bars provide upper limits
on the flux; these are less constraining than the upper lim-
its of [83] above 10 PeV. The thin lines show models for the
di↵use astrophysical neutrino background: the upper bound
from the total luminosity of EeV cosmic rays from [60], the
AGN core emission model of [40], and the starburst galaxy
model of [46].

best-fit 

It may be premature: wait for more results from shower analyses…. 



Sum of Components 

•  Blazars, star-forming galaxies and radio galaxies can explain the intensity 
and the spectrum of the EGB 

Preliminary 

As usual: it does not include the systematic uncertainty on the EGB!

Components of Cosmic Gamma-ray Background

• FSRQs (Ajello+’12), BL Lacs (Ajello+’14), Radio gals. (YI’11), Star-
forming gals. (Ackermann+’12) are guaranteed.

Ajello, YI+’14

blazar 

Implications for Further Gamma-Ray Studies 

Contributing >30-40% of diffuse sub-TeV gamma-ray flux 
→ improving and understanding the Fermi data are crucial 

Be cautious but 
If >50% come from blazars → sν<2.0-2.1  
If >60-70% come from blazars → no room for pp scenarios! 

from Fermi collaboration 14  

~100 % come from blazars 
at sub-TeV energies? 
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FIG. 3: The fluctuation of the non-isotropic di↵use flux described by Eq. (7) assuming extended emission regions with radius
15� around each direction in the sky. The events are weighted according to the approximation described in the text. The
blue dashed lines indicate the position of the FBs. The red dashed lines show the GC region containing 25% and 50% of the
emission from DM decay in the Galactic halo.

which are simply given by

Jxgal
⌫

(E)⌫) =
⌦DM⇢cr
4⇡m

X

⌧
X

1Z

0

dz

H(z)
Q

⌫

((1 + z)E
⌫

) , (5)

where H2(z) = H2
0 [⌦⇤ + (1 + z)3⌦m] is the Hubble con-

stant with ⌦m ' 0.3, ⌦⇤ ' 0.7 and H0 ' 70 kmm/s.
The comoving DM density is parametrized via the crit-
ical density ⇢cr ' 5 ⇥ 10�6GeV/cm3 and DM fraction
⌦DM ' 0.27 [62]. Note, that the extragalactic contribu-
tions in the form of �-rays (and electrons/positrons) will
not directly be observable, but initiate electro-magnetic
cascades in the cosmic radiation backgrounds. This will
populate the extragalactic �-ray background in the GeV-
TeV energy range. The extragalactic �-ray background
inferred by Fermi-LAT can thus also constrain this sce-
nario [58].

In the right panel of Fig. 2 we show the total neu-
trino flus as a sum of Eqs.(4) and (5) indicated as a solid
gray line. For comparison, the extragalactic contribu-
tion is indicated separately as a dashed gray line. The
solid, dashed and dotted black lines show the di↵use �-
ray emission from the three sky regions divided by the
red dashed circles in Fig. 3. This indicates the increased
di↵use emission towards the GC. Note, that the GC it-
self is only barely visible by the experiments listed in the
figure. This scenario is hence marginally consistent with
the non-observation of PeV �-rays. However, an observa-
tory in the Southern Hemisphere covering the GC with

a 0.1� 1 PeV �-ray sensitivity comparable to that of the
KASCADE array would be su�cient to constrain this
DM model. Moreover, the all-sky averaged PeV �-ray
flux from DM decay is in reach of future observatories
like HiSCORE or LHAASO.

Note that, in this specific DM decay scenario, the total
neutrino flux is a factor of two higher than the generated
�-ray flux since the neutrino flux includes extragalactic
contributions. Although we only consider X ! hh for
demonstration, di↵erent DM scenarios with line features
or extended decay channels, e.g. X ! ⌧+⌧� can lead
to increased PeV �-ray emission that can already be ex-
cluded by di↵use TeV-PeV �-ray limits.

B. Non-Isotropic Galactic Emission

In the previous section, we demonstrated the power of
PeV �-ray searches. If the observed neutrino emission is
largely isotropic and Galactic, it contradicts existing PeV
�-ray measurements, supporting extragalactic scenarios.
In principle, the observed events could come from Galac-
tic sources that do not accidentally exist in the sky region
covered by various air shower arrays. Indeed, more than
half of IceCube’s events lie within this “blind spot”, so
that we cannot rule out such a possibility. But, since
many events appear significantly out of the GP, power-
ful Galactic accelerators seem to be needed even at high
latitude, which is theoretically challenging. PeV �-ray

Galactic Contributions? 

Ahlers & KM 14 PRD 
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Figure 3. Comparison of the energy spectrum of observed events in IceCube with the expectations
from DM decay with flux in figure 1 (red-solid) and generic E�2

⌫ flux (blue-dashed). Both the observed
events and predictions include background events due to atmospheric neutrinos and muons [3].

corrections (which are in fact quite large!): despite the fact that no hard neutrino channel is
present at tree level, a su�ciently hard neutrino spectrum can be still obtained with a 40%
branching ratio in e�e+, thanks to the major role played by cascade radiation of massive
gauge bosons (see [22, 23]). This fact may appear surprising, so we provide in the following
a qualitative justification. First of all, even if one mostly radiates “soft” gauge bosons, in
a splitting process (say e�e+ ! e�W+⌫) both the soft and the hard neutrino spectra are
populated: the low-energy one via the soft (single or multiple) W decay process and the
high-energy one via the ⌫’s which the electrons have converted into. Secondly, while naively
these processes are suppressed by a power of ↵ (weak fine structure) with respect to the
three level, the presence of large logarithmic factor (of the type ↵ log(m2

DM/m2
W )) makes

these “corrections” sizable for massive particles, at the level of 10% or larger of the tree-level
result (for more technical details see e.g. [23]). As a consequence, by varying both lifetime
and branching ratio within a factor of only a few with respect to the naive fit obtained
with the ⌫⌫̄ tree-level diagram, one is capable of fitting the spectrum even in the absence of
tree-level neutrino emission. From the model building point of view, a DM decay to e�e+

and ⌫⌫̄ can be naturally constructed from the coupling of DM to the weak SU(2) lepton
doublet (⌫↵, `↵). For an equal decay branching ratio in the two components of the doublet,
the corresponding modification of the parameters {⌧, bH} with respect to the pure ⌫⌫̄ case
best fit parameters is thus less than a factor 2. Other choices for the final states (including
for example massive gauge bosons, top quark and muon/tau leptons) would also produce
spectra roughly compatible with observations, but for illustrative purposes in the following
we shall concentrate on our benchmark case which presents the most marked di↵erences with
respect to a featureless power-law spectrum of astrophysical origin.

The number of events at IceCube can be calculated by convoluting the flux at Earth
with the exposure of the detector, such that the number of events in the bin �iE⌫ is given by

Ni =

Z

�iE⌫

✓
dJh
dE⌫

+
dJeg
dE⌫

◆
E(E⌫) dE⌫ , (3.1)

where for the exposure E we used the 662 days reported exposure in [20]. The result of
our analysis is shown in figure 3. In this figure the red (solid) and blue (dashed) curves
correspond to expected number of events from DM decay with the spectrum of figure 1 and a

– 6 –

Others: 
Galactic CR halo 
Unidentified γ-ray sources 
Galactic plane 
Local spiral arms… 

So far, more papers about Galactic sources 
(a fraction of νs are explained except Galactic halo models) 

Fermi γ-ray bubbles 
 Razzaque 13 
Ahlers & KM 14 
Lunardini et al. 14 
Taylor et al. 14 

Decaying DM halo 

KM & Beacom 12, Feldstein et al. 13,  
Esmaili & Serpico 13, Bai et al. 14 
Ahlers & KM 14, Rott et al. 14 



A. Quasiisotropic Galactic emission

The IceCube excess is consistent with an isotropic
distribution of arrival directions. If it is truly isotropic, it
is natural to assume that the neutrinos come from extra-
galactic sources. In principle, however, one could consider
possibilities of Galactic sources such as Galactic halos
including termination shocks of galactic winds, high-
latitude old pulsars, local molecular clouds around the
solar system and hot circumgalactic gas. But, among them,
no plausible scenario has been proposed. PeV γ-ray con-
straints can strongly support this directly.
As an astrophysical scenario we briefly discuss the

expected neutrino and γ-ray emission from the Galactic
halo following Ref. [52]. We assume that the ejecta of
Galactic supernovae (SN) accelerate CRs to an energy
above the CR knee sufficient for the production of PeV
neutrinos. (We will provide a more detailed discussion of
the maximum CR energy in supernova remnant (SNR)
shocks in the following section.) The total CR energy
per SN is assumed to be a significant energy fraction ϵp
of the initial SN ejecta energy of Eej ¼ 1051ergEej;51.
In the following we approximate the source CR spec-
trum as a power-law normalized as E2

pNpðEpÞ≃
ϵpEejðEp=Ep;minÞ2−Γ=R0, where we assume that Ep;min ∼
mp and introduce a bolometric correction factor R0¼
ð1−ðEp;max=Ep;minÞ2−ΓÞ=ðΓ−2Þ (orR0¼ lnðEp;max=Ep;minÞ
for Γ ¼ 2).

We now assume that CRs injected over a time scale of
tinj ∼ 10 Gyr can be trapped in the Galactic halo [53] with a
gasdensitynhalo≃10−4.2 cm−3ðr=RvirÞ−0.8 [54]up to thevirial
radius Rvir≃260kpc [55]. Assuming the present supernova
rate ofRSN ∼ 0.03 yr−1 and itspast enhancementfpast ∼ 3 the
total number of SNRs contributing to the halo emission is
NSNR≃fpastRSNtinj. The present energy density of CRs in
the halo is thus approximately NSNRϵpEej=Vhalo with halo
volume Vhalo ≃ ð4π=3ÞR3

vir. The per flavor and per SNR
neutrino spectral emissivity is then (c.f. [23]) E2

νQνα≃
ð1=6ÞκpcσppnhaloE2

pNpðEpÞ, where Eν ≃ 0.05Ep and for
pp interactions we used the pion ratio K ≃ 2, mean inelas-
ticity κp ≃ 0.5 and cross section σpp≃3×10−26 cm2 around
1GeV, increasing toσpp≃6×10−26 cm2 aroundEkn [56].The
diffuse neutrino spectrum can then be approximated as

E2
νJhaloνα ≃ NSNR

4πVhalo

Z
Rvir

0
drE2

νQνα

≃ 2.4 × 10−9 GeVcm−2s−1sr−1ϵp;−1Eej;51

×
!

Rvir

260 kpc

"−2!fpast
3

"!
RSN

0.03 yr−1

"!
tinj

10 Gyr

"
;

ð3Þ

for Γ ¼ 2, Ep;min ∼mp and Ep;max ∼ 12 PeV.
Note that the previous estimate is consistent with results

obtained by Ref. [52] if we adopt Γ ¼ 2.4, but the
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FIG. 2 (color online). Measurements of the isotropic diffuse γ-ray flux in the TeV-PeV range by various experiments (see Table I). Left
panel: The black lines shows the γ-ray flux corresponding to IceCube’s best fit assuming pp-interactions (K ¼ 2) and an exponential
cutoff at 6 PeV (i.e., 3 PeV for neutrinos). We show the unattenuated flux and the flux from 8.5 kpc, 20 kpc, and 30 kpc, respectively,
taking into account pair production via scattering off CMB photons. For the conversion of photon fractions into photon flux we use the
CR flux of Ref. [8]. For comparison we also show the total neutrino flux as a thin gray line. Right panel: Comparison to the Galactic
γ-ray emission of a generic DM decay scenario assuming a scalar X with mass mX ¼ 5 PeV and lifetime τX ¼ 7 × 1027 s. The solid,
dashed, and dotted black lines show the diffuse emission from the three sky regions divided by the red dashed circles in Fig. 3. The solid
gray line shows the total average neutrino flux, which also accounts for the extragalactic contribution shown separately as a dashed
gray line.
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Importance of TeV-PeV γ-ray Limits on Galactic Sources 

•  Existing old TeV-PeV γ-ray limits are close to predicted fluxes 
→ Need deeper TeV-PeV γ-ray observations (relatively not expensive) 

※ Fermi γ-ray data imply sν < 2.0 →　support extragalactic scenarios 

γ + bkgγ → e+ + e−

Ahlers & KM 14 PRD 

Airshower arrays have placed diffuse γ-ray limits at TeV-PeV 
Isotropic limits (Galactic halo CR model)
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THE COS-HALOS SURVEY: PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND BARYONIC MASS IN THE LOW-REDSHIFT
CIRCUMGALACTIC MEDIUM

Jessica K. Werk1,2, J. Xavier Prochaska1, Jason Tumlinson3, Molly S. Peeples3, Todd M. Tripp4, Andrew J.
Fox3, Nicolas Lehner5, Christopher Thom 3, John M. O’Meara6, Amanda Brady Ford7, Rongmon Bordoloi3,

Neal Katz4, Nicolas Tejos1, Benjamin D. Oppenheimer8, 9, Romeel Davé10, and David H. Weinberg11

v9.0, accepted to ApJ

ABSTRACT

We analyze the physical conditions of the cool, photoionized (T ∼ 104K) circumgalactic medium
(CGM) using the COS-Halos suite of gas column density measurements for 44 gaseous halos within
160kpc of L ∼ L∗ galaxies at z ∼ 0.2. These data are well described by simple photoionization
models, with the gas highly ionized (nHII/nH ! 99%) by the extragalactic ultraviolet background
(EUVB). Scaling by estimates for the virial radius, Rvir, we show that the ionization state (tracked
by the dimensionless ionization parameter, U) increases with distance from the host galaxy. The
ionization parameters imply a decreasing volume density profile nH = (10−4.2±0.25)(R/Rvir)−0.8±0.3.
Our derived gas volume densities are several orders of magnitude lower than predictions from standard
two-phase models with a cool medium in pressure equilibrium with a hot, coronal medium expected
in virialized halos at this mass scale. Applying the ionization corrections to the H I column densities,
we estimate a lower limit to the cool gas mass Mcool

CGM > 6.5 × 1010 M⊙ for the volume within R <
Rvir. Allowing for an additional warm-hot, OVI-traced phase, the CGM accounts for at least half of
the baryons purported to be missing from dark matter halos at the 1012 M⊙ scale.
Subject headings: galaxies: halos – galaxies:formation – intergalactic medium — quasars:absorption

lines

1. INTRODUCTION

Baryons account for 17% of the gravitating mass in
the universe (Ωb = 0.17 Ωm; Blumenthal et al. 1984;
Dunkley et al. 2009). Yet, observational inventories
reveal a shortage of baryons on both universal and
galaxy-halo scales. The first ‘missing baryon prob-
lem’ is illustrated by counting up all the baryons re-
vealed by observations of stars, dust, and gas in galax-
ies and clusters (Ωg). The total is significantly less
than the value expected from the widely-accepted Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis model, weighing in at only 0.03
- 0.07Ωb (Persic & Salucci 1992; Fukugita et al. 1998;
Bell et al. 2003). Second, baryons are apparently miss-
ing from galaxies themselves in what is known as the
galaxy halo missing baryon problem (McGaugh 2008;
Bregman & Lloyd-Davies 2007; McGaugh et al. 2010).
To explain these baryon shortages one must invoke un-
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seen or poorly-defined components: highly photoionized
intergalactic hydrogen, known as the Lyα forest (Lynds
1971; Sargent et al. 1980; Cen et al. 1994), the warm-
hot intergalactic medium, or WHIM, (Cen & Ostriker
1999; Davé et al. 1999) and the circumgalactic medium,
or CGM (e.g. Bergeron 1986; Lanzetta et al. 1995). In
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, for instance,
baryons are apportioned comparably between the Lyα
forest (40%), the CGM (25%) and the WHIM (25%, ex-
cluding the gas that is also CGM; Davé et al. 2010).
The present work concerns the halo missing baryon

problem, which we briefly summarize here. Gener-
ally speaking, the condensed baryonic component of
galaxies, which dominates the energy output of the
system, is predicted to dynamically trace the under-
lying dark matter halo. Traditionally, baryon count-
ing in this regime has focused on a galaxy’s stars,
cold ISM, and its hot X-ray halo gas (Bell et al.
2003; Klypin et al. 2011; Baldry et al. 2008; Yang et al.
2009; McGaugh et al. 2010; Anderson & Bregman 2010;
Papastergis et al. 2012; Gupta et al. 2012). Compared
to the cosmological Ωb/Ωm ratio, galaxies and their halos
come up significantly short on baryons. For a Milky-Way
luminosity galaxy, the various estimates of the ratio in
stellar mass to the dark matter mass within the virial ra-
dius range from M∗/MDM ≈ 0.02− 0.05 (Behroozi et al.
2010); when we add the cold, neutral component from
HI surveys (Martin et al. 2010), this fraction increases
to only 0.07. Finally, when we add in the detected X-ray
halo gas, the fraction is at most 0.08 (but see Gupta et al.
2012; Fang et al. 2013). Such a deficiency is often ex-
pressed in terms of (Mstars,gas/MDM)/(Ωb/Ωm). In this
representation, galaxy halos appear to be missing ap-
proximately 60% of their baryons, suggesting that they
are structures nearly devoid of baryons both in mass and



E2
νJHNRνα ≃ 6.2 × 10−9 GeVcm−2s−1sr−1

!
Eν

0.1 PeV

"−0.2
;
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with exponential cutoff at Eν;max ≃ 2 PeV.
In Fig. 4 we show the associated flux of diffuse Galactic

CRs and from SNRs/PWNe and HNRs from Eqs. (8), (11)
and (10) using relation (2) in comparison to experimental
observations of TeV-PeV γ-rays. The absorption via inter-
stellar radiation fields in the plane depends on the Galactic
longitude; the dashed lines indicate observations for a

source at the GC where the absorption effect is strongest
[35]. Note that the individual diffuse TeV-PeV γ-ray limits
of the GP are for different emission regions along the GP as
indicated in the legend of the plot. The relative size of the
“on-source” regions of the experimental results are sum-
marized in Fig. 5. The diffuse flux prediction (only π0-
decay) for jbj < 5° or jbj < 10° are lower than the jbj < 2°
calculation shown in Fig. 4 by about a factor 2 or 3,
respectively.
The intensity of the Galactic diffuse emission (including

unresolved point source emission and truly diffuse emission)
is also expected to vary along the GP. For a uniform source
distribution or CR density within the GP (as assumed in our
approximation) the flux variation between the Galactic
center to anticenter is less than 25% (omitting absorption).
For instance, the flux predictions in the inner (outer) Galaxy
corresponding to the Tibet limits (cf. Figs. 4 and 5) increase
(decrease) by 20% (23%) compared to the overall average.
However, as mentioned earlier, one has to keep in mind that
the source distribution should also follow the Galactic arms,
bar, and bulge. Similar to the observed γ-ray distribution
along the GP this can enhance the neutrino emission in
directions with increased local source density.
The Milagro experiment identified a diffuse γ-ray

emission in the GP at 3.5 TeV within 40° < l < 100°
and at 15 TeV within 40° < l < 85° [45,46]. The cumu-
lative flux of many sources including SNRs or PWNe may
make a significant contribution to the Milagro flux. This is
roughly consistent with estimates based on analyses on
nearby SNRs and PWNe that have been observed by
Cherenkov telescopes like HESS [82]. The neutrino flux
from SNRs suggested by Eqs. (2) and (10) is marginally
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FIG. 5 (color online). The on-source regions of GP diffuse
emission used for the experimental results shown in Fig. 4 using
the same color coding. We also show the distribution of IceCube
events in the vicinity of the GP (cf. Fig. 1). The circled areas
indicate the uncertainty of the cascade reconstruction as in Fig. 4.
Note that the limits on diffuse γ-ray emission along the GP from
HEGRA [49] assume a larger zenith angle range than for the
isotropic diffuse emission listed in Table I.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Diffuse measurements of the γ-ray flux in
the GP in comparison to the expected diffuse flux from the
propagation of Galactic CRs (light-gray lines) and from Galactic
SNRs (black lines) and HNRs (dark-gray lines) with power index
Γ ¼ 2.2. The solid lines indicate the estimate in Eqs. (8), (10) and
(11) using relation (2) without attenuation and the dashed lines
indicate the contribution from a source at the GC. We adopt the
calculation of Ref. [35] for the interstellar radiation field on top of
the CMB. We also show estimated sensitivities w.r.t. the diffuse
TeV-PeV γ-ray emission in the GP (jbj < 2°) for the observatories
(in ascending energy of maximum sensitivity) CTA (green
dotted), HAWC (blue dotted), LHAASO (red dotted) and Hi-
SCORE (brown dotted). Note that the model-dependent theo-
retical fluxes are averaged over Galactic longitude and latitude
jbj < 2°, whereas the measurements only apply to the intersection
of the GP with the FoVand in some case extend to larger absolute
latitudes as indicated in the plot (cf. Figure 5). Extending the GP
to jbj < 5° or jbj < 10° reduces the theoretical fluxes (only π0-
decay and ignoring absorption) by about a factor 2 or 3,
respectively. The relative intensity of the diffuse flux between
Galactic Center and anti-Center is less than $25% (see text).
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Importance of TeV-PeV γ-ray Limits on Galactic Sources 

•  Existing TeV-PeV γ-ray limits are close to predicted fluxes 
•  No significant overlap between νs and search regions  
•  Need deeper TeV-PeV γ-ray obs. in the Southern Hemisphere 

Ahlers & KM 14 PRD 

Airshower arrays have placed diffuse γ-ray limits at TeV-PeV 
9

For typical nucleon densities of n = 1 cm�3 n0 a sig-
nificant energy fraction ✏

p

of the initial SN ejecta energy
of Eej = 1051 erg Eej,51 can have been transferred to CRs
by the end of the Sedov phase. Note that the ejecta ve-

locity is Vej ' 104 km s�1 E1/2
ej,51M

�1/2
ej,� for the mass of

the ejecta Mej = Mej,�M�. The Sedov radius is RSed =

(3Mej/4⇡n)
1/3 ' 2.1 pc M1/3

ej,�n
�1/3
0 corresponding to the

deceleration time of tSed ' 200 yr E�1/2
ej,51 M

5/6
ej,�n

�1/3
0 [76,

77]. The shock velocity V
s

decreases as / (R/RSed)
�3/2

after tSed. In the Sedov phase, assuming the Bohm limit
and a parallel shock, the maximal proton energy is es-
timated to be E

p,max ' (3/20)eBRV
s

[78], where the
magnetic field is parametrized as B =

p
"
B

nm
p

V 2
s

'
0.46 mG "

1/2
B,�2n

1/2
0 E1/2

ej,51M
�1/2
ej,� (R/RSed)

�3/2 and "
B

is
the fraction of the energy density carried by the mag-
netic field in the shock. This gives the final estimate

of E
p,max ' 4.5 PeV "

1/2
B,�2M

�2/3
ej,� Eej,51n1/6

0 (R/RSed)
�1/2

which is close to the CR knee.

As discussed before, the per flavor neutrino spectral
emissivity is given as E2

⌫

Q
⌫↵ ' (1/6)

p

c�
pp

nE2
p

N
p

(E
p

).
E↵ective CR acceleration to very high energies ceases
at the beginning of the snowplow phase at tsp ' 4 ⇥
104 yr E4/17

ej,51n
�9/17
0 [79]. For a local SN rate of RSN ⇠

0.03 yr�1 the number of active SNRs is of the order of
NSNR ' RSNtsp ' 1200. The cumulative di↵use flux
from SNRs in the GP with �⌦GP ' 0.44 sr (|b| < 2�)
can then be estimated as

E2
⌫

JSNR
⌫↵

⇠ NSNRhrlosi
4⇡VGP

E2
⌫

Q
⌫↵

' 2.2⇥ 10�6 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1 1

R0

✓
E

⌫

E
⌫,min

◆2��

⇥ ✏
p,�1Eej,51NSNR,3hrlosi1 , (9)

with E
⌫,min ' 0.05E

p,min and VGP ' 2⇡R2
MWh. Here we

introduce the line-of-sight distance hrlosi averaged over
Galactic longitude and latitude |b| < 2� [80]. For a ho-
mogeneous distribution within radius RMW ' 17 kpc
and scale height h ' 0.1 kpc we derive hrlosi ' 7.5 kpc
(compared to hrlosi ' 4.0 kpc or 2.4 kpc for |b| < 5�

or 10�, respectively). Assuming � = 2.2, R0 ' 4.8 and
hrlosi ' 7.5 kpc we hence have a flux of

E2
⌫

JSNR
⌫↵

' 2.5⇥10�8 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1

✓
E

⌫

0.1PeV

◆�0.2

,

(10)
with exponential cuto↵ at E

⌫,max ' 0.2 PeV.

The required CR energy of 20 � 30 PeV for the pro-
duction of 1 PeV neutrinos can be reached by hyper-
novae (HN) with energies of Eej ⇠ 1052 erg [81–83]. One
should keep in mind that most of the HNe are non-
relativistic, and trans-relativistic SNe, which have also
been suggested as powerful CR accelerators [84–86], are
much rarer and not necessarily HNe, e.g., GRB 060218
with Eej ⇠ 2 ⇥ 1051 erg [87]. It has been suggested that
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FIG. 5: The on-source regions of GP di↵use emission used for
the experimental results shown in Fig. 4 using the same color-
coding. We also show the distribution of IceCube events in
the vicinity of the GP (cf. Fig. 1). The circled areas indicate
the uncertainty of the cascade reconstruction as in Fig. 4.
Note that the limits on di↵use �-ray emission along the GP
from HEGRA [48] assume a larger zenith angle range than
for the isotropic di↵use emission listed in Tab. I.

unidentified TeV �-ray sources that may include HN rem-
nants (HNRs) may explain a part of the observed neu-
trino events [25]. The HN rate is ⇠ 1 � 2% of the SN
rate [88, 89], so we expect NHNR ⇠ 20 � 40. Taking a
fiducial value of NHNR = 30, a power index � = 2.2 and
hrlosi ' 7.5 kpc we arrive at

E2
⌫

JHNR
⌫↵

' 6.2⇥10�9 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1

✓
E

⌫

0.1PeV

◆�0.2

,

(11)
with exponential cuto↵ at E

⌫,max ' 2 PeV.

In Figure 4 we show the associated flux of di↵use
Galactic CRs and from SNRs/PWNe and HNRs from
Eqs. (8), (11) and (10) using relation (2) in comparison
to experimental observations of TeV-PeV �-rays. The
absorption via interstellar radiation fields in the plane
depend on the Galactic longitude; the dashed lines indi-
cate observations for a source at the GC where the ab-
sorption e↵ect is strongest [35]. Note that the individual
di↵use TeV-PeV �-ray limits of the GP are for di↵erent
emission regions along the GP as indicated in the legend
of the plot. The relative size of the “on-source” regions of
the experimental results are summarized in Fig. 5. The
di↵use flux prediction (only ⇡0-decay) for |b| < 5� or
|b| < 10� are lower than the |b| < 2� calculation shown
in Fig. 4 by about a factor 2 or 3, respectively.

The intensity of the Galactic di↵use emission (includ-
ing unresolved point source emission and truly di↵use
emission) is also expected to vary along the GP. For a
uniform source distribution or CR density within the GP
(as assumed in our approximation) the flux variation be-
tween the Galactic Center to anti-Center is less than 25%
(omitting absorption). For instance, the flux predictions

Galactic Plane (ex. diffuse Galactic cosmic rays, supernova remnants)

see also: 
Spantisky 14 
Joshi+ 14 
Anchodoqui+ 14 

supernova 

diffuse 

hypernova 



- Source identification may not be easy 
  (ex. starbursts: horizon of an average source ~ 10 Mpc) 
- promising cases: “bright transients (GRBs, AGN flares)”,  
  “rare bright sources (powerful AGN)”, “Galactic sources” 
- Not guaranteed but remember the success of γ-ray astrophysics  

Diffuse or Associated

ν



Questions for Future 
•  Spectral features: is the possible ν spectral break/cutoff real? 

 
•  Flavor ratio: consistent w. 1:1:1? (more data!) 

0.57:1:1 (µ damp), 2.5:1:1 (neutron decay), others (exotic),  
looking for τ-appearance, anti-νe Glashow-resonance at 6.3 PeV etc. 

•  Cross-corr. & auto-corr. (much more data! → 10xIceCube?) 

•  Connection w. ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray origins? 
PeV ν ⇔ ~20-30 PeV p or ~(20-30)A PeV nuclei (cf. “knee”~3 PeV) 
 
Is Eν

2 Φν∼10-8 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1 coincident with the WB bound? 
a. UHECR sources have sCR~2 & fmes~1 

     b. UHECR sources have sCR>>2 & fmes<<1  
        (maybe better if observed UHECRs are heavy nuclei)   
    ※injected/confined CR spectra ≠ escaping CR spectra 
 



An Example of Calculation: Gamma-Ray Burst Jets 

εγ 

Photon Spectrum (observed) 

εγ,pk~ MeV εmax 

2-sγ1~1.0 

2-sγ2~-0 

εγ2Nγ(εγ) 

Neutrino Spectrum 

εν
b 

sγ2-1+2-sCR~1 

εν2Nν(εν) 

εν
πsyn εν 

sγ1-3+2-sCR~-2.0 

sγ1-1+2-sCR~0 π/µ
cooling 

~PeV 
Waxman & Bahcall 97 PRL 

CR Spectrum (Fermi mechanism) 

1018.5eV 1020.5eV 

εp
2Np(εp) 

2-sCR~0 

~Γj GeV 

εν2Nν(εν)~(1/4)fpγεp
2Np(εp) 

efficiency: fpγ~0.2nγσpγΔ  

ενb~0.05εp
b 

      ~0.01 GeV2 Γ2/εγ,pk 
    ~1 PeV (w. εγ,pk~1 MeV)  

εpεγ ~ 0.2Γj
2 GeV2 

at Δ-resonance  

Γj∼300: jet Lorentz factor 

εp 

GRB: brightest γ-ray transient Popular candidate sources of UHECRs 

π ± → µ± +νµ (νµ )

µ± → e± + νe (νe )+νµ (νµ )



Classical Long Gamma-Ray Bursts (pγ) 

- IC40+59 limits: <~ 10-9 GeV cm-2 s-1 sr-1 (and stronger w. IC79+86) 
  → Classical GRBs are not the main origin of observed PeV neutrinos  
 

Numerical calculations 
- multi-pion production 
- meson/muon cooling 
- CR energy losses 
(ex. KM & Nagataki 06 PRD) 

numerical results w. detailed microphysics 

- GRBs are special: stacking analyses 
  duration (~10-100 s) & localization → atm. bkg. is practically negligible 

IceCube 2013 

KM & Nagataki 06 PRD 

PeV 

producing neutrinos at proton–photon (p–c) interactions in internal
shocks. The remaining parameter spaces available to each model
therefore have similar characteristics: either a low density of high-
energy protons, below that required to explain the cosmic rays, or a
low efficiency of neutrino production.

In the GRB fireball, protons are believed to be accelerated
stochastically in collisions of internal shocks in the expanding GRB.
The neutrino flux is proportional to the rate of p–c interactions, and so
to the proton content of the burst by a model-dependent factor.
Assuming a model-dependent proton ejection efficiency, the proton
content can in turn be related to the measured flux of high-energy
cosmic rays if GRBs are the cosmic-ray sources. Limits on the neutrino
flux for cosmic-ray-normalized models are shown in Fig. 3; each model
prediction has been normalized to a value consistent with the observed
ultra-high-energy cosmic-ray flux. The proton density can also be
expressed as a fraction of the observed burst energy, directly limiting
the average proton content of the bursts in our catalogue (Fig. 4).

An alternative is to reduce the neutrino production efficiency, for
example by modifying the physics included in the predictions16,17 or by
increasing the bulk Lorentz boost factor, C. Increasing C increases the
proton energy threshold for pion production in the observer frame,
thereby reducing the neutrino flux owing to the lower proton density at
higher energies. Astrophysical lower limits on C are established by pair
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Figure 2 | Upper limits on E22 power-law muon neutrino fluxes. Limits
were calculated using the Feldman-Cousins method21 from the results of the
model-independent analysis. The left-hand y-axis shows the total number of
expected nm events, while the right-hand y-axis (Fn) is the same as in Fig. 1. A
time window ofDt implies observed events arriving between t seconds before the
burst and t afterward. The variation of the upper limit (solid line labelled ‘90%
Upper limit’) withDt reflects statistical fluctuations in the observed background
rate, as well as the presence of individual events of varying quality. The dashed
line labelled ‘90% Sensitivity’ shows the upper limit that would have been
obtained with exactly the mean expected background. The event at 30 s (event 1)
is consistent with background and believed to be a cosmic-ray air shower.
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Figure 1 | Comparison of results to predictions based on observed c-ray
spectra. The summed flux predictions normalized to c-ray spectra6,9,19 are
shown as a function of neutrino energy (E) in dashed lines, with the dark grey
dashed line labelled ‘IC40 Guetta et al.’ showing the flux prediction for the 40-
string portion of the analysis, and the black dashed line labelled ‘IC40159
Guetta et al.’ showing the prediction for the full two-year dataset. The cosmic
ray normalized Waxman-Bahcall flux4,20 is also shown for reference as the pale
grey dashed line. 90% confidence upper limits on these spectra are shown as
solid lines, with the grey line labelled ‘IC40 limit’ showing the previous IceCube
result6 and the black ‘IC401IC59 Combined’ line showing the result from the
full dataset (this work). The predicted neutrino flux, when normalized to the
c-rays6,9, is proportional to the ratio of energy in protons to that in electrons,
which are presumed responsible for the c-ray emission (ep/ee, here the standard
10). The flux shown is slightly modified6 from the original calculation9. Wn (left
vertical axis) is the average neutrino flux at Earth, obtained by scaling the
summed predictions from the bursts in our sample (Fn, right vertical axis) by
the global GRB rate (here 667 bursts yr21; ref. 7). The first break in the neutrino
spectrum is related to the break in the photon spectrum measured by the
satellites, and the threshold for photo-pion production, whereas the second
break corresponds to the onset of synchrotron losses of muons and pions. Not
all of the parameters used in the neutrino spectrum calculation are measurable
from every burst. In such cases, benchmark values7 were used for the
unmeasured parameters. Data shown here were taken from the result of the
model-dependent analysis.
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Figure 3 | Compatibility of some neutrino flux predictions based on cosmic
ray production in GRBs with observations. The cross-hatched area
(‘IC40159 Allowed 90% CL’) shows the 90% confidence allowed values of the
neutrino flux (vertical axes, as in Fig. 1) versus the neutrino break energy (eb) in
comparison to model predictions with estimated uncertainties (points); the
solid line labelled ‘IC50159 Allowed 95% CL’ shows the upper bound of the
95% confidence allowed region. Data were taken from the model-independent
analysis from the time window corresponding to the median duration of the
GRBs in our catalogue ( |Dt | 5 28 s). Spectra are represented here as broken
power laws (Wn?{E

21/eb, E , eb; E22, E . eb}) with a break energy eb

corresponding to the D resonance for p–c interactions in the frame of the shock.
The muon flux in IceCube is dominated by neutrinos with energies around the
first break (eb). As such, the upper break, due to synchrotron losses of p1, has
been neglected here, as its presence or absence does not contribute significantly
to the muon flux and thus does not have a significant effect on the presented
limits. eb is related to the bulk Lorentz factor C (eb / C2); all of the models
shown assume C < 300. The value of C corresponding to 107 GeV is .1,000 for
all models. Vertical axes are related to the accelerated proton flux by the model-
dependent constant of proportionality fp. For models assuming a neutron-
decay origin of cosmic rays (ref. 8 and ref. 10) fp is independent of C; for others
(ref. 4) fp / C24. Error bars on model predictions are approximate and were
taken either from the original papers, where included10, or from the best-
available source in the literature15 otherwise. The errors are due to uncertainties
in fp and in fits to the cosmic-ray spectrum. Waxman-Bahcall4 (circle)
and Rachen8 (box) fluxes were calculated using a cosmic-ray density of
(1.5–3) 3 1044 erg Mpc23 yr21, with 3 3 1044 the central value20. The Ahlers10

model is shown with a cross. CL, confidence level.
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PeV 

Lcr/Lγ=50 

Lcr/Lγ=10 



Recent IceCube Limits on Prompt ν Emission 

Obs. limits start to be powerful but be careful 
1. fpγ is energy-dependent, π-cooling → ~ 4 ↓ 
2. (εγ2 φγ at εγ,pk) ≠ (∫dεγ εγ φγ) → ~3-6 ↓ 
3. details (multi-π, ν mixing etc.) → ex., multi-π ~2-3 ↑ 
- Different from “astrophysical” model-uncertainty in calculating fpγ
- Taken account of in earlier calculations for given parameters 

IceCube collaboration 12 Nature 

producing neutrinos at proton–photon (p–c) interactions in internal
shocks. The remaining parameter spaces available to each model
therefore have similar characteristics: either a low density of high-
energy protons, below that required to explain the cosmic rays, or a
low efficiency of neutrino production.

In the GRB fireball, protons are believed to be accelerated
stochastically in collisions of internal shocks in the expanding GRB.
The neutrino flux is proportional to the rate of p–c interactions, and so
to the proton content of the burst by a model-dependent factor.
Assuming a model-dependent proton ejection efficiency, the proton
content can in turn be related to the measured flux of high-energy
cosmic rays if GRBs are the cosmic-ray sources. Limits on the neutrino
flux for cosmic-ray-normalized models are shown in Fig. 3; each model
prediction has been normalized to a value consistent with the observed
ultra-high-energy cosmic-ray flux. The proton density can also be
expressed as a fraction of the observed burst energy, directly limiting
the average proton content of the bursts in our catalogue (Fig. 4).

An alternative is to reduce the neutrino production efficiency, for
example by modifying the physics included in the predictions16,17 or by
increasing the bulk Lorentz boost factor, C. Increasing C increases the
proton energy threshold for pion production in the observer frame,
thereby reducing the neutrino flux owing to the lower proton density at
higher energies. Astrophysical lower limits on C are established by pair
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Figure 2 | Upper limits on E22 power-law muon neutrino fluxes. Limits
were calculated using the Feldman-Cousins method21 from the results of the
model-independent analysis. The left-hand y-axis shows the total number of
expected nm events, while the right-hand y-axis (Fn) is the same as in Fig. 1. A
time window ofDt implies observed events arriving between t seconds before the
burst and t afterward. The variation of the upper limit (solid line labelled ‘90%
Upper limit’) withDt reflects statistical fluctuations in the observed background
rate, as well as the presence of individual events of varying quality. The dashed
line labelled ‘90% Sensitivity’ shows the upper limit that would have been
obtained with exactly the mean expected background. The event at 30 s (event 1)
is consistent with background and believed to be a cosmic-ray air shower.
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Figure 1 | Comparison of results to predictions based on observed c-ray
spectra. The summed flux predictions normalized to c-ray spectra6,9,19 are
shown as a function of neutrino energy (E) in dashed lines, with the dark grey
dashed line labelled ‘IC40 Guetta et al.’ showing the flux prediction for the 40-
string portion of the analysis, and the black dashed line labelled ‘IC40159
Guetta et al.’ showing the prediction for the full two-year dataset. The cosmic
ray normalized Waxman-Bahcall flux4,20 is also shown for reference as the pale
grey dashed line. 90% confidence upper limits on these spectra are shown as
solid lines, with the grey line labelled ‘IC40 limit’ showing the previous IceCube
result6 and the black ‘IC401IC59 Combined’ line showing the result from the
full dataset (this work). The predicted neutrino flux, when normalized to the
c-rays6,9, is proportional to the ratio of energy in protons to that in electrons,
which are presumed responsible for the c-ray emission (ep/ee, here the standard
10). The flux shown is slightly modified6 from the original calculation9. Wn (left
vertical axis) is the average neutrino flux at Earth, obtained by scaling the
summed predictions from the bursts in our sample (Fn, right vertical axis) by
the global GRB rate (here 667 bursts yr21; ref. 7). The first break in the neutrino
spectrum is related to the break in the photon spectrum measured by the
satellites, and the threshold for photo-pion production, whereas the second
break corresponds to the onset of synchrotron losses of muons and pions. Not
all of the parameters used in the neutrino spectrum calculation are measurable
from every burst. In such cases, benchmark values7 were used for the
unmeasured parameters. Data shown here were taken from the result of the
model-dependent analysis.
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Figure 3 | Compatibility of some neutrino flux predictions based on cosmic
ray production in GRBs with observations. The cross-hatched area
(‘IC40159 Allowed 90% CL’) shows the 90% confidence allowed values of the
neutrino flux (vertical axes, as in Fig. 1) versus the neutrino break energy (eb) in
comparison to model predictions with estimated uncertainties (points); the
solid line labelled ‘IC50159 Allowed 95% CL’ shows the upper bound of the
95% confidence allowed region. Data were taken from the model-independent
analysis from the time window corresponding to the median duration of the
GRBs in our catalogue ( |Dt | 5 28 s). Spectra are represented here as broken
power laws (Wn?{E

21/eb, E , eb; E22, E . eb}) with a break energy eb

corresponding to the D resonance for p–c interactions in the frame of the shock.
The muon flux in IceCube is dominated by neutrinos with energies around the
first break (eb). As such, the upper break, due to synchrotron losses of p1, has
been neglected here, as its presence or absence does not contribute significantly
to the muon flux and thus does not have a significant effect on the presented
limits. eb is related to the bulk Lorentz factor C (eb / C2); all of the models
shown assume C < 300. The value of C corresponding to 107 GeV is .1,000 for
all models. Vertical axes are related to the accelerated proton flux by the model-
dependent constant of proportionality fp. For models assuming a neutron-
decay origin of cosmic rays (ref. 8 and ref. 10) fp is independent of C; for others
(ref. 4) fp / C24. Error bars on model predictions are approximate and were
taken either from the original papers, where included10, or from the best-
available source in the literature15 otherwise. The errors are due to uncertainties
in fp and in fits to the cosmic-ray spectrum. Waxman-Bahcall4 (circle)
and Rachen8 (box) fluxes were calculated using a cosmic-ray density of
(1.5–3) 3 1044 erg Mpc23 yr21, with 3 3 1044 the central value20. The Ahlers10

model is shown with a cross. CL, confidence level.
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(Li 11 PRD, Hummer et al. 12 PRL) 

(Hummer et al. 12 PRL, He et al. 12 ApJ) 

(KM & Nagataki 06 PRD) 

Theor. prediction (but see below) 

Obs. limit (based on stacking) 

(ex. Dermer & Atoyan 03 
       KM & Nagataki 06 ) 



GRB Early Afterglow Emission 

ES protons + ES opt-x rays  
stellar wind medium 

(normalized by UHECR budget) 

Inner jet protons + flare x rays 
(normalized by 10% of UHECR budget) 

KM, PRD, 76, 123001 (2007) 

ES protons + ES opt-x rays  
 interstellar medium 

(normalized by UHECR budget) 

KM & Nagataki, PRL, 97, 051101 (2006) 

•  Flares – efficient meson production (fpγ ~ 1-10), maybe detectable  
•  External shock – not easy to detect both νs and hadronic γ rays  

• Most νs are radiated in ~0.1-1 hr (physically max[T, Tdec])   
• Afterglows are typically explained by external shock scenario 
• But flares and early afterglows may come from internal dissipation  
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Exceptions: Low-Power Gamma-Ray Burst Jets 

- Low-luminosity (LL) & ultralong (UL) GRB jets are largely missed 
  may explain IceCube ν data without violating stacking limits 
- Uncertain so far, but relevant to understand the fate of massive stars 
  → Better (next-generation) wide-field sky monitors are required 

pre-discovery calc. in KM+ 06 ApJL 

Γ=5 

Γ=10 

KM & Ioka 13 PRL 

π cooling 

cf. Cholis & Hooper 13 

20

Fig. 1.— The spectral-hardness (ratio of fluence in 50–100 keV over 20–50 keV) versus duration diagram for CGRO/BATSE GRBs (red
points) and Swift GRBs (blue points), with the locations of GRB 101225A, GRB 111209A and GRB 121027A marked (note these are
approximate due to the lack of Swift orbit coverage). These three events have durations much longer than any seen by BATSE. In the
case of GRB 101225A, the long-lived, low level emission could easily have been missed, while GRB 111209A was seen as an extremely long
burst by Konus-Wind.

SGRs 

TDEs? 

Galac-c sources  

LLGRBs 

SGRBs 

LGRB 

GRB 101225A 

GRB 111209A 

GRB 121027A 

Fig. 2.— Parameter space for transients in the �-ray sky, showing the duration of the burst, and the approximate average luminosity
over that duration. At low luminosity there are numerous Galactic sources that we do not include in further detail; at higher luminosity
the outbursts for soft-gamma repeaters (SGRs) in our own Galaxy are shown, as well as extragalactic transients such as long and short
duration GRBs (LGRBs and SGRBs), and the likely population of low luminosity GRBs (LLGRBs). Two recently discovered very long
transients, thought to be from tidal disruption events are also shown (labelled TDEs?). The bursts considered in this paper (GRB 101225A,
GRB 111209A and GRB 121027A) are clearly outliers to any of these aforementioned classes.

Levan+14 ApJ 

UL GRB 

classical GRB 



Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) 

“blazar” (FSRQ+BL Lac) 
 = on-axis jets 
• Flares (e.g., T ~ day)  

BH + accretion disk 

~ 9 % 
Lradio < 5 ×1041 erg/s 

FR-II radio galaxy 
Flat spectrum radio quasar (FSRQ) 
Steep spectrum radio quasar (SSRQ) 

FR=Fanaroff-Riley  

FR-I radio galaxy 
BL Lacertae object (BL Lac) 

~ 10% 
Jets 

(Γ~1-10) 
elliptical gal. 

~ 90% 
No jets 

spiral gal. 

3C 296 

Cygnus A 

~ 1 % 
Lradio > 5×1041 erg/s 

Seyfert galaxy 
Radio quiet quasar 
Radio intermediate quasar 



pγ Neutrinos from Active Galactic Nuclei 

AGN core 
(Stecker 05)	

BL Lac jet 
(Mucke+ 03)	

blazar-max. jet 
(Mannheim+ 01)	

Becker 06 PhR 

- Difficult to explain sub-PeV ν flux since ν spectra are too hard 
  → Standard inner jet model has difficulty in explaining ν data 

•  Considered as powerful HE ν emitters for more than 20 years 
•  Popular candidate sources of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays 

see: 
Kalashev, Kusenko & Essey13 
Stecker 13 
KM, Inoue & Dermer 14 
Dermer, KM & Inoue 14 

IceCube 

“Many of original models   
 have been constrained” 
※ For jet emission, pp interactions are  
unimportant (ex. Atoyan & Dermer 03) 	
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FIG. 3: The target photon density in the comoving frame
of the blob for δt = 105 s. Broadline emission is plotted
assuming ∆ log ε = 0.1 but its detailed shape does not affect
our results on neutrino spectra. Here, L5GHz is the radio
luminosity at 5 GHz in erg s−1 unit.

order of ∼ 0.1. Also, for an on-axis observer who sees
a spherical blob moving with the Loretnz factor Γ, the
absolute radiation power is order of Lr/Γ2 (for details,
see, e.g., ).
In the blob formulation, the comoving size of the blob

is lb ≈ Γcδt (assuming that the Doppler factor is set
to Γ). Here δt is the variability time in the black hole
frame and the typical dissipation radius is estimated to
be rb ≈ Γlb. Then, the energy density of target photons
in the comoving frame is

Ur ≈
3Lr

4πΓ4l2bc
, (1)

which is consistent with the result of the wind formu-
lation Lr/(4πr2bΓ

2c) except for a factor. The comoving
photon spectrum is given by

nε =
3Pε

4πl2bcε
≈

3LE′

4πr2b cE
′
, (2)

where ε is the comoving photon energy and Pε is the
comoving luminosity per energy. Also, E′ ≈ Γε and
E′LE′ ≈ Γ4εPε is the photon energy and luminosity in
the black hole frame. For comparison, see Eq. (10) in
Murase et al., which is given in the wind formulation.

B. Emission from the accretion disk

In the standard accretion disk theory, emission from
the accretion disk consists of multicolor black body ra-
diation and its Comptonized component. The big blue
bump that is usually observed for quasars is attributed to
the former multicolor black body component. When the
accretion disk is radiatively inefficient, which is more rel-
evant for low-luminosity AGN including BL Lacs, other
mechanisms such as bremsstrahlung and synchrotron ra-
diation are relevant. In this work, we phenomenologically

convert the bolometric radiation luminosity of the jet to
the 2-10 keV X-ray disk luminosity using the γ-ray lumi-
nosity function [11] and adopt log(Lr/LX) = 4.21. Then,
the 2-10 keV X-ray disk luminosity can be connected to
the bolometric disk luminosity [16]. The SEDs of the
accretion disk are taken from Elvis et al. [17] but we con-
sider energies above the dip around 1 eV, below which the
IR bump from the dust torus is dominant. The accretion
disk has a hard spectrum of E′LE′ ∝ E′4/3, so the num-
ber of disk photons decrease as energy decreases. Thus,
our treatment is sufficient for the purpose of calculating
neutrino spectra.
Following Atoyan and Dermer and Dermer et al., we

make the assumption that the radiation field is locally
isotropic. This assumption becomes poor if the dissi-
pation radius is small and the radiation energy density
is dominated by anisotropically distributed photons im-
pinging from behind. But, provided that the emission
region is located inside the BLR, where radiation from
the accretion disk is reprocessed, this assumption gives
a reasonably good approximation. The Thomson optical
depth in the BLR is

τsc ≈ n̂eσT rBLR ≃ 0.021 n̂e,4.5rBLR,18, (3)

where n̂e,4.5 is the electron density in the BLR and rBLR

is the BLR radius (see the next subsection). Throughout
this paper, we take τsc = 0.01. Although τsc is uncertain,
as long as τscLAD ! LBL ∼ 0.1LAD (where LBL is the
broadline luminosity), our results are not sensitive to this
assumption since broadline and dust torus emission is
more relevant for neutrino production.
The energy density of scattered photons in the jet co-

moving frame is

UAD ≈ Γ2 τscLAD

4πr2BLRc
, (4)

and the comoving photon spectrum is given by

nε ≈
τscΓ2E′LE′

4πr2BLRcε
2

≈
τscLE′

4πr2BLRcE
′
, (5)

where ε ≈ ΓE′ is used.

C. Bloadline emission from gas clouds

Broadline emission originates in numerous small, cold
and dense gas concentrations, which are photoionized by
central continuum components especially from the accre-
tion disk. The key point of this work is to include effects
of interactions between CRs and broadline emission.
The typical BLR radius is estimated to be [15]

rBLR ≈ 1017 cm L1/2
AD,45 (6)

Broadline emission consists of many atomic lines and con-
tinuums. The continuums account for a few percent of
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neutrino mixing is taken into account.
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FIG. 10: The same as Fig. 9, but for s = 2.0 and ξcr = 10.

B. Neutrinos from the bloadline region and dust
torus

If blazars are CR sources, the CRs have to escape from
the acceleration region. Then, the CRs must interact
with external radiation fields while they propagate in the
BLR and dust torus. In this paper, we consider essen-
tially power-law spectra by using the CR escape fraction
fesc = (1 − min[1, tdyn/tc]). Although our setup corre-
sponds to an optimistic case for escaping CRs, it may be
realized if accelerated CRs reach the BLR without fur-
ther significant losses including adiabatic cooling. Such
a situation is also motivated by models explaining PeV
neutrinos and/or TeV γ rays by photohadronic interac-
tions in intergalactic space. If we consider more details
including neutron escape or direct escape or diffusive es-
cape within tdyn, spectra of escaping CRs are so hard that
we have more difficulty in explaining the IceCube signal,
and these details depend on blob dynamics, magnetic
field properties, and the presence of other acceleration
processes.

The most important target photons are provided by
the BLR, and the photomeson production efficiency in

the BLR is estimated to be

fpγ ≈ n̂BLσ
eff
pγ rBLR ≃ 5.4× 10−2 L1/2

AD,46.5. (26)

The important fact is that this does not depend on Γ
and δt. Thus, for luminous blazars such as QHBs, PeV
neutrino production is unavoidable for CRs propagating
in the BLR.
The pγ optical depth of the BLR and dust torus is

shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Again, we note that the re-
sulting curves are meaningful only when rb < rBLR or
rb < rDT. The broadline component is important for
QHBs, and the photomeson production efficiency is or-
der of ∼ 0.1–1 for L5GHz ∼ 1045–1047 erg s−1. For
such luminous blazars, the dust component can deplete
ultrahigh-energy protons and neutrons. While the pho-
tomeson production can be very efficient at ! 109 GeV
energies, results on PeV neutrinos are not much affected
by IR photons from the dust torus.
For photohadronic interactions in the BLR, the neu-

trino spectrum is approximated by

E′
νLE′

ν
≈

3

8
fpγ(E

′
pLE′

p
)

×

{

(E′
ν/E

′b
ν)

2
(for E′

ν " E′b
ν)

(E′
ν/E

′b
ν)

2−s
(for E′b

ν < E′
ν)

(27)

which basically agrees with the numerical spectra shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. Note that IR photons from the dust
torus lead to efficient production of neutrinos E′

ν ∼
1 EeV. This feature can be more clearly seen for s = 2.0
in Fig. 10.
Finally, just for comparison, we discuss photohadronic

interactions in intergalactic space. Sufficiently high-
energy CRs escaping from the source can interact with
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and extra-
galactic background light (EBL). For PeV neutrinos, in-
teractions with the EBL in the ultraviolet range are rele-
vant, and the photomeson production efficiency can sim-
ilarly estimated to be

fpγ ≈ n̂EBLσ
eff
pγ d ≃ 1.9× 10−4 n̂EBL,−4d28.5, (28)

where n̂EBL ∼ 10−4 cm−3 is the number of EBL photons
and d is the particle travel distance. Thus, the neutrino
production in the BLR is more efficient than in inter-
galactic space.

IV. DIFFUSE FLUX

Formally, the diffuse neutrino flux from extragalactic
astrophysical sources is calculated by

Φν =
c

4πH0

∫ zmax

dz
1

√

(1 + z)3Ωm + ΩΛ

×

∫

dLγ
dρ

dLγ
(Lγ , z)

LE′

ν
(Lγ)

E′
ν

(29)

cf. 

KM, Inoue & Dermer 14 
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B. Neutrinos from the bloadline region and dust
torus

If blazars are CR sources, the CRs have to escape from
the acceleration region. Then, the CRs must interact
with external radiation fields while they propagate in the
BLR and dust torus. In this paper, we consider essen-
tially power-law spectra by using the CR escape fraction
fesc = (1 − min[1, tdyn/tc]). Although our setup corre-
sponds to an optimistic case for escaping CRs, it may be
realized if accelerated CRs reach the BLR without fur-
ther significant losses including adiabatic cooling. Such
a situation is also motivated by models explaining PeV
neutrinos and/or TeV γ rays by photohadronic interac-
tions in intergalactic space. If we consider more details
including neutron escape or direct escape or diffusive es-
cape within tdyn, spectra of escaping CRs are so hard that
we have more difficulty in explaining the IceCube signal,
and these details depend on blob dynamics, magnetic
field properties, and the presence of other acceleration
processes.

The most important target photons are provided by
the BLR, and the photomeson production efficiency in

the BLR is estimated to be

fpγ ≈ n̂BLσ
eff
pγ rBLR ≃ 5.4× 10−2 L1/2

AD,46.5. (26)

The important fact is that this does not depend on Γ
and δt. Thus, for luminous blazars such as QHBs, PeV
neutrino production is unavoidable for CRs propagating
in the BLR.
The pγ optical depth of the BLR and dust torus is

shown in Figs. 11 and 12. Again, we note that the re-
sulting curves are meaningful only when rb < rBLR or
rb < rDT. The broadline component is important for
QHBs, and the photomeson production efficiency is or-
der of ∼ 0.1–1 for L5GHz ∼ 1045–1047 erg s−1. For
such luminous blazars, the dust component can deplete
ultrahigh-energy protons and neutrons. While the pho-
tomeson production can be very efficient at ! 109 GeV
energies, results on PeV neutrinos are not much affected
by IR photons from the dust torus.
For photohadronic interactions in the BLR, the neu-

trino spectrum is approximated by

E′
νLE′

ν
≈

3

8
fpγ(E

′
pLE′

p
)

×

{

(E′
ν/E

′b
ν)

2
(for E′

ν " E′b
ν)

(E′
ν/E
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ν)

2−s
(for E′b

ν < E′
ν)

(27)

which basically agrees with the numerical spectra shown
in Figs. 9 and 10. Note that IR photons from the dust
torus lead to efficient production of neutrinos E′

ν ∼
1 EeV. This feature can be more clearly seen for s = 2.0
in Fig. 10.
Finally, just for comparison, we discuss photohadronic

interactions in intergalactic space. Sufficiently high-
energy CRs escaping from the source can interact with
the cosmic microwave background (CMB) and extra-
galactic background light (EBL). For PeV neutrinos, in-
teractions with the EBL in the ultraviolet range are rele-
vant, and the photomeson production efficiency can sim-
ilarly estimated to be

fpγ ≈ n̂EBLσ
eff
pγ d ≃ 1.9× 10−4 n̂EBL,−4d28.5, (28)

where n̂EBL ∼ 10−4 cm−3 is the number of EBL photons
and d is the particle travel distance. Thus, the neutrino
production in the BLR is more efficient than in inter-
galactic space.

IV. DIFFUSE FLUX

Formally, the diffuse neutrino flux from extragalactic
astrophysical sources is calculated by

Φν =
c

4πH0

∫ zmax

dz
1

√

(1 + z)3Ωm + ΩΛ

×

∫

dLγ
dρ

dLγ
(Lγ , z)

LE′
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(Lγ)
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Blazar Sequence 

Neutrino blazar sequence 
Lcr∝Lγ, fpγ∝Lγ1/2 

→ Lν∝Lγ1.5 
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“Blazar sequence” 
softer spectra at higher L  



However, there are three issues. First, this model cannot
explain sub-PeV neutrino events. This is because broadline
emission leads to a low-energy cutoff in neutrino spectra
around PeV energies. Also, both accretion-disk and internal
synchrotron emission components have soft spectra in the
relevant UV and soft x-ray energy range, so the neutrino
spectra are generally quite hard at sub-PeV energies, which
appears to be incompatible with observations. (In principle,
lower-energy neutrinos could be produced by assuming
higher-temperature accretion disks and τsc ∼ 1, but we
expect hidden neutrino sources as in the AGN core model,
since multi-GeV γ rays cannot escape.) Thus, for radio-loud
AGN to explain the excess IceCube neutrino signal, a two-
component scenario is needed, as discussed in several works
[73,74]. In our case, sub-PeV neutrino events could be
attributed to an atmospheric prompt neutrino background
that is higher than the prediction by Enberg et al. [75] or,

alternately, different classes of astrophysical sources such as
star-forming galaxies and galaxy groups/clusters. Then it is
natural to expect a spectral dip between the two components,
in the sub-PeV range. It would be premature to study such
possibilities, however, because the statistics are not yet
sufficient to discriminate between competing scenarios.
The second issue is that the calculated neutrino spectra

are quite hard above PeV energies. CR spectral indices of
s ≈ 2.0 are inconsistent with the IceCube data, as many
more higher-energy neutrino events would be predicted,
given the Glashow resonance at 6.3 PeVand the increasing
neutrino-nucleon cross section. To avoid this problem, one
sees from Figs. 13 and 14 that steep CR spectra with
s≳ 2.5, or maximum energies of E0max

p ≲ 100 PeV, are
needed. Another possible option is to consider more
complicated CR spectra, such as a log-parabola function
[73]. Note that if a simple power-law CR spectrum is
assumed from low energies to high energies (as expected in
the conventional shock acceleration theory), steep spectral
indices unavoidably lead to excessively large CR energy
budgets, whereas more complicated curving or broken-
power law CR spectra could explain the IceCube data and
relax source energetics.
The third issue is that the CR loading factor required to

explain the PeV neutrino flux is larger than that for
UHECRs, although it seems less problematic compared
to the first and second issues. As seen in Eq. (27), we found
that the photomeson production efficiency is typically a
few percent. Then, for redshift evolution of blazars, the
differential CR energy injection rate to achieve E2

νΦν ∼
3 × 10−8 GeVcm−2 s−1 sr−1 is E0

pQE0
p
j1017 eV ∼ 1.5×

1044fpγ;−1 ergMpc−3 yr−1. This implies that the required
CR loading factor is ξcr ∼ 50–500, while the CR loading
factor to explain UHECRs is ξcr ∼ 3–50 or even lower. In
our simple setup, where fcov ¼ 0.1 for the BLR and ξcr ∝
L0
rad are assumed, the former large values lead to over-

shooting the observed UHECR flux. Hence, the simple
model considered here has difficulty in explaining the
neutrino and UHECR data simultaneously, but more
complicated models might work. For example, CRs could
lose their energies via energy losses such as adiabatic
cooling before leaving the sources. Or the CR spectrum
may be convex, or the maximum energy may be lower [73].
Second, if ξcr somehow increases as Lrad, one could have
higher neutrino fluxes from QHBs without increasing the
UHECR flux. Third, possibly, fpγ may be higher due to
uncertainties of n̂BL and rBLR, and ξcr can be slightly
smaller. Although values of fcov ≳ 0.5 seem unlikely, more
detailed measurements of n̂BL and rBLR with multiwave-
length observations of FSRQs are relevant.
While the inner jet model with a power-law CR proton

spectrum faces a couple of difficulties to consistently explain
the IceCube neutrino signal, it does suggest that radio-loud
AGN are promising sources of 0.1–1 EeV neutrinos (see
Figs. 13, 14, 15, and 16). In particular, for ξcr ¼ 3 and

FIG. 13 (color online). Cumulative neutrino background from
radio-loud AGN in the blazar sequence model. The CR spectral
index s ¼ 2.3, and the CR loading factor ξcr ¼ 100 (thick) and
500 (thin). Note that the former value is motivated by the AGN-
UHECR hypothesis, where the CR energy injection rate is
normalized by the observed UHECR energy generation rate.
The atmospheric muon neutrino background is also shown
(dotted dashed).

FIG. 14 (color online). Same as Fig. 13, but for s ¼ 2.0. Here
ξcr ¼ 3 (thick), and ξcr ¼ 50 (thin). Note that the former value is
motivated by the AGN-UHECR hypothesis.
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Blazars as Powerful EeV ν Sources 

KM, Inoue & Dermer 14 PRD 

•  Quasar-hosted blazars: efficient ν production, UHECR damped  
•  BL Lac objects: less efficient ν production, UHE nuclei survive 

-  PeV-EeV ν: pγ w. BLR & dust-torus photons → unique shape 
-  Strong prediction: cross-corr. w. known <100 bright quasars 
-  UHECR norm. → below WB but EeV ν detectable by ARA 

PeV 

Lcr/Lγ=300 

Lcr/Lγ=100 
(UHECR norm.) 

- luminosity function is now 
  provided by Fermi satellite 
- target photon spectra 
  of all types of blazars 
  w. external radiation fields 

EeV 



Starburst/Star-Forming Galaxies 
•  High-surface density  
    M82, NGC253: Σg~0.1 gcm-3 → n~200 cm-3 

    high-z MSG: Σg~0.1 g cm-3 → n~10 cm-3 

    submm gal. Σg~1 gcm-3 → n~200 cm-3 

•  Many SNRs 
known CR accelerators  

 
energy budget 

pp efficiency 

advection time 
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Starburst/Star-Forming Galaxies (pp) 

•  Consistent w. obs. & a PeV break was predicted! 
•  How can CRs get accelerated above 100 PeV?  

Tamborra, KM & Ando 
14 JCAP 
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Figure 5. Di↵use gamma-ray (in magenta) and neutrino intensity (in dashed black) E2I(E) as a
function of the energy for our canonical model, assuming �

SB

= 2.05, 2.15 and 2.3 (from top to
bottom). The Fermi data [5] are marked in red, while the IceCube region is plotted in light blue [35].
The EBL attenuation is taken into account for gamma rays (magenta continue lines), the di↵use
gamma-ray intensity without EBL attenuation is plotted with magenta dashed lines for comparison.
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Requirements in Star-Forming Galaxies 

- ~20% of diffuse γ bkg. → sν~2 
  but including SF-AGN can help  
  (<~50 % can be explained) 
- Eknee~Ep

max (rather than Ep
esc)  

  → cutoff at 100 TeV   
  transients powerful than SNRs?       
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Figure 4. Di↵use neutrino intensity E2

⌫I⌫(E⌫) as a function of the energy. The magenta line is the
flux obtained adopting the luminosity function approach, the pink band defines the uncertainty band
coming from Eq. (2.4). The IceCube estimated flux as from [35] is marked by the light blue band. Our
computed flux falls within the astrophysical uncertainties on the IceCube region at ⇠ 0.5 PeV energies.
For comparison the di↵use neutrino intensity including an exponential cuto↵, exp(�E⌫/80 TeV), is
plotted in violet.

intensity is always slightly lower than the Fermi data, �
SB

= 2.05 is currently excluded by
the IceCube data (top panel). In order to allow such hard spectra, lower ratios of L� to
L
IR

are needed. On the other hand, interestingly, an injection spectral index �
SB

= 2.15
can almost explain the Fermi and IceCube data at the same time (middle panel), although
some contributions from other gamma-ray source populations are needed to fit the di↵use
EGRB spectrum. The panel on the bottom shows the di↵use intensities of gamma rays and
neutrinos for �

SB

= 2.3: The resultant gamma-ray intensity is lower than the one measured
by Fermi and the corresponding neutrino flux falls below the IceCube band. In order to
give an idea of the role of the EBL attenuation for various spectral indices, in Fig. 5 we plot
the di↵use gamma-ray intensity without EBL attenuation (dashed magenta line). Note as it
closely follows the di↵use neutrino intensity and the EBL attenuation is stronger for harder
spectral indices.

In our canonical model we have assumed the spectrum with �
SF�AGN(non�SB)

= �
NG

and �
SF�AGN(SB)

= �
SB

, as described in Sec. 2.2. However, besides �
SB

, also �
SF�AGN

is
pretty uncertain and might not follow the distribution adopted in out canonical model. For
example, Seyfert systems (belonging to the SF-AGN class) are classified as SF-AGN (non-
SB) according to Herschel [27], while Fermi classifies the observed Seyferts systems NGC

– 12 –
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Figure 7. Estimated contribution of unresolved star-forming galaxies (both
quiescent and starburst) to the isotropic diffuse gamma-ray emission measured
by the Fermi-LAT (black points; Abdo et al. 2010f). The shaded regions indicate
combined statistical and systematic uncertainties in the contributions of the
respective populations. Two different spectral models are used to estimate the
GeV gamma-ray emission from star-forming galaxies: a power law with photon
index 2.2, and a spectral shape based on a numerical model of the global gamma-
ray emission of the Milky Way (Strong et al. 2010). These two spectral models
should be viewed as bracketing the expected contribution since multiple star-
forming galaxy types contribute, e.g., dwarfs, quiescent spirals, and starbursts.
We consider only the contribution of star-forming galaxies in the redshift range
0 < z < 2.5. The gamma-ray opacity of the universe is treated using the
extragalactic background light model of Franceschini et al. (2008). Several
previous estimates for the intensity of unresolved star-forming galaxies are
shown for comparison. Thompson et al. (2007) treated starburst galaxies as
calorimeters of CR nuclei. The normalization of the plotted curve depends on
the assumed acceleration efficiency of SNRs (0.03 in this case). The estimates
of Fields et al. (2010) and by Makiya et al. (2011) incorporate results from the
first year of LAT observations. Fields et al. (2010) considered the extreme cases
of either pure luminosity evolution and pure density evolution of star-forming
galaxies. Two recent predictions from Stecker & Venters (2011) are plotted: one
assuming a scaling relation between IR-luminosity and gamma-ray luminosity,
and one using a redshift-evolving Schechter model to relate galaxy gas mass to
stellar mass.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

this component and to predict the cosmogenic ultra-high energy
neutrino flux originating from charged pion decays of the ultra-
high energy CR interactions (Ahlers et al. 2010; Berezinsky
et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2011).

Galactic sources, such as a population of unresolved millisec-
ond pulsars at high Galactic latitudes, could become confused
with isotropic diffuse emission as argued by Faucher-Giguère
& Loeb (2010). Part of the IGRB may also come from our Solar
System as a result of CR interactions with debris of the Oort
Cloud (Moskalenko & Porter 2009).

Finally, a portion of the IGRB may originate from “new
physics” processes involving, for instance, the annihilation or
decay of dark matter particles (Bergström et al. 2001; Ullio et al.
2002; Taylor & Silk 2003).

Studies of anisotropies in the IGRB intensity on small angular
scales provide another approach to identify IGRB constituent
source populations (Siegal-Gaskins 2008). The fluctuation an-
gular power contributed by unresolved star-forming galaxies is
expected to be small compared to other source classes because
star-forming galaxies have the highest spatial density among
confirmed extragalactic gamma-ray emitters, but are individ-
ually faint (Ando & Pavlidou 2009). Unresolved star-forming
galaxies could in principle explain the entire IGRB intensity
without exceeding the measured anisotropy (Ackermann et al.
2012a). By contrast, the fractional contributions of unresolved
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Figure 8. Relative contribution of star-forming galaxies to the isotropic diffuse
gamma-ray background according to their redshift and total IR luminosity
(8–1000 µm) normalized to the total contribution in the redshift range 0 < z <
2.5. Top panel: solid contours indicate regions of phase space which contribute
an increasing fraction of the total energy intensity (GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1) from all
star-forming galaxies with redshifts 0 < z < 2.5 and 108 L⊙ < L8–1000 µm <

1013 L⊙. Contour levels are placed at 10% intervals. The largest contribution
comes from low-redshift Milky Way analogues (L8–1000 µm ∼ 1010 L⊙) and
starburst galaxies comparable to M82, NGC 253, and NGC 4945. The black
dashed curve indicates the IR luminosity above which the survey used to generate
the adopted IR luminosity function is believed to be complete (Rodighiero et al.
2010). Bottom panel: cumulative contribution vs. redshift. As above, only the
redshift range 0 < z < 2.5 is considered.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

blazars and millisecond pulsars to the IGRB intensity are con-
strained to be less than ∼20% and ∼2%, respectively, due to
larger angular power expected for those source classes.

6. GALAXY DETECTION OUTLOOK
FOR THE FERMI-LAT

The scaling relations obtained in Section 4.3 allow straight-
forward predictions for the next star-forming galaxies which
could be detected by the LAT. We use the relationship between
gamma-ray luminosity and total IR luminosity to select the most
promising targets over a 10 year Fermi mission.

We begin by creating an IR flux-limited sample of galaxies
from the IRAS Revised Bright Galaxies Sample (Sanders et al.
2003) by selecting all the galaxies with 60 µm flux density
greater than 10 Jy (248 galaxies). Next, 0.1–100 GeV gamma-
ray fluxes of the galaxies are estimated using the scaling
relation between gamma-ray luminosity and total IR luminosity.
Intrinsic dispersion in the scaling relation is addressed by
creating a distribution of predicted gamma-ray fluxes for each
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Figure 3. Di↵use gamma-ray intensity E2

�I�(E�) as a function of the energy (without EBL correction)
for the di↵erent EGRB components: NG (in green), SB (in blue), SF-AGN= SF-AGN (SB) + SF-AGN
(non-SB) (in black), and their sum (in magenta). The Fermi data [5] are plotted in red.

be extrapolated up to PeV energies. However, as discussed below (see Sec. 5), this requires
that protons are successfully accelerated to ⇠ 100 PeV energies, implying that the cosmic-
ray spectrum of extragalactic star-forming galaxies is di↵erent from that in the MW. For
comparison, the di↵use neutrino intensity including an exponential cuto↵ exp(�E⌫/80 TeV)
is plotted in violet, motivated by the fact that the MW cosmic-ray nucleon spectrum has a
suppression at the knee [74].

4 Fermi and IceCube bounds on the starburst injection spectra and abun-
dance

The injection spectra of the gamma rays of the starbursts are poorly constrained as well
as the fraction of SF-AGN with an energy spectrum similar to SB as discussed in Secs. 2.1
and 2.4. In this section, we first treat �

SB

as a free parameter compared to our canonical
model, and then change the fraction of SF-AGN with SB-like injection spectra. We compute
the resultant di↵use intensities compatible with both the Fermi and IceCube data. It would
be interesting to see if one could explain the di↵use neutrino and gamma-ray backgrounds
simultaneously.

Figure 5 shows the expected di↵use gamma-ray (in magenta) and neutrino intensity (in
dashed black) as a function of the energy for our canonical model, assuming �

SB

= 2.05, 2.15
and 2.3 (from top to bottom), while the Fermi data [5] are marked in red and the IceCube
region as from Eq. (1.1) in light blue. Although our estimation for the di↵use gamma-ray

– 11 –
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Speculations about Accelerators 

Issues 
•  Why is Milky way special? 
•  Normal SNRs are more dominant 
•  Can B-field be amplified sufficiently?   
•  Trans-relativistic SNe ≠ hypernovae 

(ex. GRB060218 Ek~2x1051 erg)  
 

The fraction of the energy that the protons lose into pions is
f! ¼ 1" exp ð""conf="lossÞ, which is close to 1 as long as
"conf % "loss. As a result, the protons with energy "0p lose
almost all of their energy via the proton-proton collision
before escaping from the starburst galaxies as long as
"loss & "conf , which constrains the critical gas surface
density !crit as
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Consequently, for the ULIRGs with a gas surface density
!gas * 1:0 g cm"2, the CR protons with energy up to
'2:0( 103 PeVð l

100 pcÞ"2 will lose almost all their energy

via interacting with the dense ISM.
The charged pion, whose energy is "0! ¼ 0:2"0p, will

then decay to produce four leptons, which share the energy
equally. Therefore, the fraction of the protons’ energy
converted into neutrinos is #$ ¼ 0:05 [31]. The observed
neutrinos in the energy range ð"$;1; "$;2Þ are produced by
the protons in the energy range ð"0p;1; "0p;2Þ in the ULIRGs,

where "0p;1 ¼ ð1þ zÞ"$;1=#$ and "0p;2 ¼ ð1þ zÞ"$;2=#$.
The energy fraction of the protons producing the neutrinos
with energy between "$;1 and "$;2 is (for %> 2:0)
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where we assume the spectrum of the ejected protons to be
dN0

p

d"0p
/ "0"%

p , and "0p;min ' 2 GeV is the minimum energy of

the ejected protons in the rest frame, and we define a

parameter independent on the redshift, #dec *
"2"%
$;1 ""2"%

$;2

"02"%
p;max""02"%

p;min
.

Adopting an efficiency factor & ¼ 0:05–0:15 for the con-
version of ejecta kinetic energy into the relativistic CR
proton energy [1,19], the total energy of the CR protons is
ECR ¼ &EHN. Hereafter, we take the typical kinetic energy
of the hypernova as EHN ¼ 2( 1052 erg and & ¼ 0:1.
Adopting %' 2:1, for the neutrinos with energies
0.5–5 PeV, we have #dec ’ 0:07. The total energy of the
observed neutrinos from "$;1 to "$;2 produced by each
hyperonva in the ULIRGs is estimated as

E$ + 4( 1048 erg
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The produced neutrinos have a similar spectrum to the
ejected protons; i.e., the observed neutrino spectrum is
dN$

d"$
¼ Nc"

"%
$ [31], and then the normalized coefficient of

the neutrino spectrum can be calculated via

Nc ¼
E$ð2" %Þ

"2"%
$;2 " "2"%

$;1

¼ AE$; (12)

where we define a parameter A * 2"%
"2"%
$;2 ""2"%

$;1
to simplify the

expression. Consequently, the diffuse PeV neutrino flux,
integrating from the local to the high-redshift z, reads
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where the luminosity distance DL ¼ ð1þ zÞDc; while for
the specified case with % ¼ 2, it reads
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c
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with A, ¼ 1
ln"$;2"ln"$;1

and #0,dec ¼
ln"0p;2"ln"0p;1

ln"0p;max"ln "0p;min
.

In Fig. 1, we show the flux of diffuse neutrinos at the
energy of 1 PeV from ULIRGs, GRBs and AGNs for

the ejected proton spectrum
dN0

p

d"0p
/ "0"2

p . The diffuse PeV

FIG. 1 (color). The flux of the diffuse neutrino emission from
ULIRGs (purple solid line), GRBs (green solid line [34], green
dotted line [33]), and AGNs (red dotted line [18,41]), assuming
that the spectrum of the ejected protons is dN0

p=d"
0
p / "0"2

p . The
black, red, green and purple dash-dotted lines represent the
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) neutrinos [42,43], referring
to the models in Ref. [44] (among Faranoff-Riley type-II gal-
axies, i.e., FRII), Ref. [45] (with the best parameters that fit the
cosmic ray data), Refs. [46,47], respectively. The black thick
solid line represents the sensitivity of IceCube with 86 strings for
five years. The atmospheric neutrinos are presented by the data
with error bars, which are measured by IceCube [48]. The two
black dash-triple-dotted lines are the upper and lower bounds of
the atmosphere neutrinos extrapolating to the high energy.
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Core-Collapse Supernova Fractions 3

Table 1. Volume-limited core-collapse SN fractions

SN Type fraction error

( % ) ( % )

Ic 14.9 +4.2/−3.8
Ib 7.1 +3.1/−2.6
Ibc-pec 4.0 +2.0/−2.4

IIb 10.6 +3.6/−3.1
IIn 8.8 +3.3/−2.9

II-L 6.4 +2.9/−2.5
II-P 48.2 +5.7/−5.6

Ibc (all) 26.0 +5.1/−4.8

Ibc+IIb 36.5 +5.5/−5.4

Core-Collapse SN Fractions
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Figure 1. Relative fractions of CCSN types in a volume-limited
sample from LOSS. This is slightly different from the fractions
quoted in Paper II, in order to better suit the aim of this paper
as explained in the text. The main difference is that we exclude
SNe in highly inclined galaxies because of extinction effects, and
we reorganise the class of SNe Ibc-pec (namely, we moved broad-
lined SNe Ic from the “Ibc-pec” category to the “Ic” group).

2 OBSERVED CCSN FRACTIONS

Figure 1 shows a pie chart illustrating the relative fractions
of different types of CCSNe derived from LOSS. These val-
ues are taken from the volume-limited fractions of all SN
types derived in Paper II, with the thermonuclear (Type Ia)
explosions subtracted from the sample. The relative frac-
tions of the total for CCSNe are listed in Table 1, and these
values are adopted throughout this work. See Paper II for
further details on how these numbers are derived from our
survey. Errors in Table 1 were estimated using a random
Poisson number generator to sample from a list of fake SNe
with fractions corrected for various observing biases, with
106 realizations. Paper II discusses this in more detail.

There are several important points to note here. This
volume-limited sample of CCSNe excludes most of the
so-called “SN impostors” (e.g., Van Dyk 2010; Smith et

al. 2010, in preparation), which appear as relatively faint
SNe IIn that are often discovered by KAIT. If we had in-
cluded them, the fraction of SNe IIn would be significantly
higher; note that even without the SN impostors, however,
our relative fraction of SNe IIn is higher than in previous
studies (Cappellaro et al. 1999; Smartt 2009). The crite-
ria for excluding an individual SN impostor are admittedly
somewhat subjective, but this is a necessary step since the
diversity and potential overlap of SNe IIn and massive star
eruptions are not fully understood yet. Generally, if an ob-
ject has a peak absolute R or unfiltered magnitude brighter
than −15 and has line widths indicating expansion speeds
faster than about 1000 km s−1, we include it as a real SN IIn.
Less luminous and slower objects are considered impostors
and are excluded.

Unlike previous studies, we include a category called
“SNe Ibc-pec” (peculiar; see Paper II). This category was
necessary to introduce in Paper II because some SN Ibc
vary significantly from the template light curves used to de-
rive the control times for SNe Ib and Ic. As such, the “Ibc-
pec” category in Paper II includes some broad-lined SNe Ic
such as SN 2002ap that are clearly SNe Ic. We have moved
these to the SN Ic category for the purpose of this paper,
since they clearly correspond to massive stars that have fully
shed their H and He envelopes. This has a small effect on the
overall statistics, because broad-lined SNe Ic are very rare in
our sample, contributing only 1–2% of all CCSNe. This is in
agreement with the recent study of Arcavi et al. (2010), who
find that broad-lined SNe Ic contribute only 1.8% of CCSNe
in large galaxies. It is noteworthy, however, that Arcavi et
al. (2010) find broad-lined SNe Ic to be much more common
(∼13% of CCSNe) in low-metallicity dwarf host galaxies.
We also exclude SNe occurring in highly inclined galaxies,
where dust obscuration may introduce statistical problems
that are difficult to correct. As a result of these minor adjust-
ments, made because our goal of investigating implications
for massive-star evolution is different from the goal of deriv-
ing relative rates and correcting for observational biases, the
relative fractions of various SN types in Table 1 and Figure 1
differ slightly from the results in Paper II.

In quoting fractions of various SN types, we ignore
metallicity, galaxy class, and other properties, although we
are cognizant of the importance of these properties and con-
sider them in our discussion below. The galaxies included in
the LOSS survey span a range of luminosity, with most of the
CCSN hosts corresponding roughly to metallicities of 0.5–2
Z⊙ (Garnett 2002; the LOSS galaxy sample spans a range
of MK from about −20 to −26 mag, but most of the CCSN
hosts are in the range −22 to −25 mag; see Paper II). We
note some trends in Paper II, such as the fact that SNe IIn
appear to prefer lower luminosity spirals, whereas SNe Ibc
seem to prefer large galaxies and therefore higher metallicity,
consistent with previous studies (Prantzos & Boissier 2003;
Prieto et al. 2008; Boissier & Prantzos 2009). LOSS is biased
against very faint dwarf galaxies, since larger galaxies with
potentially more SNe were targeted to yield a richer harvest
of SNe. However, low-luminosity galaxies seem to have more
than their expected share of star formation per unit mass,
and probably contribute 5–20% of the local star formation
(Young et al. 2008). If unusually luminous SNe IIn and II-L
favour such low-luminosity galaxies, as some recent studies
may imply (Smith et al. 2008; Miller et al. 2009; Quimby et

ULIRG: He+ 12 PRD, Type IIn: KM et al. 11 PRD  
Hypernova: KM et al. 13 PRDR, TRSNe: Liu+13 
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FIG. 1. Spectra of νµ and gamma rays produced by hypernova rem-
nants in star-forming galaxies. Upper panel: the red dashed line and
dash–dotted line represent the one–flavor neutrino flux from star-
burst galaxies and normal star-forming galaxies respectively, and
the red solid line is their sum. Neutrino oscillations imply that
νµ : νe : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1 at the detector. The blue dashed and
dotted lines represent the gamma ray fluxes from pion decay (ac-
counting for intergalactic absorption) and the cascaded gamma ray
flux, respectively, while the blue solid line is the sum of the two
components. Data points are taken from [14]. The shaded rectangle
shows the IceCube preliminary flux [2]. Lower panel: same as the
upper one but withD0 = 1027 cm2s−1 used for normal star-forming
galaxies and fSB = 10%. See text for more discussion.

can not contribute to the!100 TeV neutrino flux, they can ac-
celerate protons to PeV and produce< 100TeV gamma rays,
contributing to the diffuse gamma-ray background. Compared
to normal supernovae, the local event rate of hypernovae is
∼ 1% while their explosion energy is dozens of times larger,
so the integral energy production rate of supernovae could be
a few times larger than that of hypernovae. But the rate of
hypernovae relative to supernovae can be higher at high red-
shifts, as semi-relativistic hypernovae may be engine-driven
like long GRBs [43], which seem to occur preferentially in
low-metallicity galaxies[44]. This would suggest a relatively
smaller contribution of normal SNRs at higher z. Neverthe-
less, as a rough estimate, we predict that normal SNRs could
produce a gamma-ray flux comparable to or even less than
that of hypernova remnants, and in the former case the total
gamma-ray flux at 10 – 100GeV could reach the level of the

observed one, providing a possible explanation for the appar-
ent hardening in the spectrum of the diffuse isotropic gamma
ray background at > 10GeV.
The local SFR density is estimated to be ∼

0.01M⊙Mpc−3yr−1, and employing the relation between
SFR and infrared luminosity of a galaxy SFR [M⊙ yr−1] =
1.7 × 10−10LIR[L⊙] [45], we find that a galaxy’s CR
luminosity, accommodated by hypernovae, is LCR ∼

1040erg s−1(Ẇ0/1045.5ergMpc−3yr−1)(LIR/1010L⊙).
Given the infrared luminosity of our Galaxy is ∼ 1010L⊙

and assuming a pp−collision efficiency of 10−3, we estimate
the total Galactic neutrino luminosity at 100TeV-1PeV is
" 1036erg s−1. Note that our Galaxy might be too metal
rich to host semi-relativistic hypernovae (or long GRBs)
for the last several billion years [44], so this value could
be smaller. Even if all these neutrinos are produced in the
Galactic center and radiate isotropically, it would result in
" 1 event detection during 662 days operation within a 8◦

circular region around the Galactic Center [46] and would not
cause a strong anisotropy that violates the observations [2].
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Fig. 1.—Expected event rates for muon neutrinos ( ) in IceCube-like¯n ! nm m

detectors from five nearby CGs: Virgo, Centaurus, Perseus, Coma, and Oph-
iuchus. Broken power-law CR spectra with , , andp p 2.0 p p 2.4 ! p1 2 b

eV is assumed, and the isobaric model with is used. Note17.510 X p 0.029CR

that IceCube and KM3NeT mainly cover the northern and southern celestial
hemispheres, respectively. Neutrino oscillation is taken into account. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 2.—Cumulative neutrino ( ) background from¯ ¯ ¯n ! n ! n ! n ! n ! ne e m m t t

CGs for broken power-law CR spectra with and . The breakp p 2.0 p p 2.41 2

energies are eV (thick lines) and eV (thin lines), re-17.5 16.5! p 10 ! p 10b b

spectively. The CR power is normalized to 2 45 "3˙! (dn/d!) p 2 # 10 erg Mpc
at eV, as required to account for CRs above the second knee."1 18yr ! p 10

For the isobaric model, the corresponding is 0.029 and 0.067. For theXCR

central-AGN model, Kolmogorov-like turbulence is assumed with k pCG

. We take Gyr and . WB represents the30 2 "110 cm s t p Dt p 1 z p 2dyn max

Waxman-Bahcall bounds (Waxman & Bahcall 1998).culations of the neutrino spectra using formulae based on the
SIBYLL code at high energies (Kelner et al. 2006).

The neutrino and gamma-ray fluxes can be estimated via the
effective optical depth for the pp reaction as f ≈pp

, where is the target nucleon density in the ICM,0.8j n ct npp N int N

is the pp cross section, and tint ∼ tdyn or max( , tdiff) is thej r/cpp

pp interaction time. Because at Mpc"4.5 "3n ∼ 10 cm r ∼ 1.5N

(Colafrancesco & Blasi 1998; Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004),
, and in the 100 PeV range (Kelner"25 2k ∼ 0.6 j ∼ 10 cmpp pp

et al. 2006), we obtain

"3f ∼ 2.4 # 10 n (t /1 Gyr). (1)pp N,"4.5 int

Roughly speaking, high-energy neutrinos from charged-pion
decay have typical energy (true only in the average! ∼ 0.03!n

sense, because charged particles have wide energy distributions
and high multiplicities as expected from the KNO scaling law)
(Kelner et al. 2006). Hence, neutrinos "PeV are directly related
to CRs above the second knee.

First we obtain numerically the neutrino spectra and expected
event rates from five nearby CGs, utilizing the b model or
double-b model description in Tables 1 and 2 in Pfrommer &
Enßlin (2004) for the thermal gas profile of each CG (Fig. 1).
Our gamma-ray fluxes for single power-law spectra agree with
the results of Pfrommer & Enßlin (2004). As is apparent in
Figure 1, the detection of neutrino signals from individual CGs
could be challenging even for nearby objects. It may be achiev-
able, however, through a detailed stacking analysis.

More promising would be the cumulative background signal.
A rough estimate of the neutrino background is (e.g., Murase
2007; Waxman & Bahcall 1998)

c 1 dN2 2! F ∼ min (1, f )! n (0)fn n pp CG z4pH 3 d! dt0

"9 "2 "1 "1∼ 1.5 # 10 GeV cm s sr fz

18 "p!2.1f (! p 10 eV) !pp n# , (2)[ ] ( )"32.4 # 10 10 PeV

where CGs are assumed to be the main sources of CRs from
the second knee to the ankle. Here, is the local densityn (0)CG

of massive CGs and is a correction factor for the sourcefz

evolution (Murase 2007; Waxman & Bahcall 1998). For de-
tailed numerical calculations of the background, we treat more
distant CGs following Colafrancesco & Blasi (1998) adopting
the mass function of Jenkins et al. (2001). The results for the
broken power-law case are shown in Figure 2. With ! pb

eV, the expected event rates above 0.1 PeV in IceCube17.510
(Ahrens et al. 2004) are ∼2 yr"1 for model A, ∼1 yr"1 for model
B, ∼5 yr"1 for the isobaric model, and ∼3 yr"1 for the central
AGN model.

Hence, upcoming telescopes may be able to find multi-PeV
neutrino signals from CGs, providing a crucial test of our sce-
nario. From equation (2), we can also estimate the correspond-
ing gamma-ray background from decay, which is0 2p ! F ∼g g

for the broken power-law"9 "8 "2 "1 "1(10 to 10 ) GeV cm s sr
case. This is only (0.1–1)% of the EGRET limit, consistent
with the nondetection so far for individual CGs. Note that the
expected gamma-ray background flux would increase if can!b

be decreased, requiring larger CR power from CGs.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

To test the CG origin of second knee CRs, high-energy neu-
trinos should offer one of the most crucial multimessenger
signals. Unlike at the highest energies, CRs themselves in the

eV range offer no chance of source identification as they1810
should be severely deflected by Galactic and extragalactic mag-
netic fields. Moreover, due to magnetic horizon effects, extra-
galactic CRs #1017 eV may not reach us at all (Lemoine 2005;
Kotera & Lemoine 2007) so even the broken power-law spectral
form will not be directly observable. Gamma-rays are unaf-
fected by intervening magnetic fields, but those at "PeV en-
ergies relevant for the second knee are significantly attenuated
by pair-creation processes with the CMB and cosmic IR back-
grounds (e.g., Kachelrieß 2008). In contrast, neutrinos in the
PeV–EeV energy range should be unscathed during propaga-
tion (Bhattacharjee & Sigl 2000 and references there in). Con-
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Figure 11. Diffuse neutrino fluxes obtained with galaxy cluster density ns =
10−5 Mpc−3 and AGN cosmic-ray luminosity Lcr = 1045 erg s−1. A mixed
composition is injected at the center of the non cool core cluster with Bc = 1 µG
(red thick solid), and in cool core clusters with Bc = 30 µG (black thick solid),
Bc = 10 µG (black thin solid), Bc = 3 µG (black dotted), and without magnetic
field (green dash dotted). We also present the cases of a pure proton injection
at the center (blue long dashed) and a mixed composition injected at 100 kpc
from the center of a cool core cluster of Bc = 10 µG (pink solid).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

(density, infrared background, and most of all magnetic field),
which is an impossible task seen our poor knowledge on the
origin and evolution of the extragalactic magnetic field. Our
calculations enables us to capture the essential features due
to key parameters, and to notice that all our fluxes lie around
the observable threshold of current and upcoming experiments.
Indeed, the differential sensibility of IceCube for diffuse fluxes
is of order 1.5 × 10−8 GeV s−1 cm−2 sr−1 for one year, which
leaves room for a positive detection of signals coming from
clusters of galaxies around 1 PeV. In this energy range, our fluxes
are above the expected cosmogenic neutrino fluxes because of
the magnetic confinement and enhanced baryon and photon
backgrounds in the cluster environment.

On the contrary for ultrahigh energies, cosmic rays are
not significantly confined; hence, we find that the neutrinos
produced inside the galaxy cluster by interactions with CMB
photons (for which we take into account the cosmological
evolution) only represent a fraction of the total cosmogenic
neutrinos and will thus be dominated by them.

It is interesting to notice the importance of the magnetic
confinement for the production of secondary neutrinos, as well
as the differences between cool core and non cool core clusters.
As we pointed out in the previous section, one should only
compare the non cool core case presented here with the cool
core case at Bc = 30 µG. It appears that the presence of the
magnetic field enhances the neutrino production of an order of
magnitude, but there is only a slight difference between the
various magnetic intensity and configurations. We note that
a pure proton composition leads to a similar neutrino flux as
compared to a mixed Galactic composition. The flux is actually
even slightly higher, as protons produce more neutrinos than
nuclei (see above) for the choices of astrophysical parameters
we have made. In the case of a pure proton composition, steeper
source spectral indexes would be required to fit the cosmic-ray
spectrum, which means that extremely large luminosities for

single source could be allowed (even too large to be realistic if
one assumes a single power law down to 109 eV). This argument
on the luminosities is usually alleviated by invoking a change
in the injected spectrum at some energy (see Berezinsky &
Gazizov 2007 and Murase et al. 2008a in the context of galaxy
clusters). As the fluxes again scale with Lcr × ns, an increase
in one of these parameters could enhance the neutrino rate.
One should yet remember that the cosmic-ray fluxes would
then be overproduced as compared to the observed data, as we
calculated in Section 4.1. The constraints imposed by the total
cosmic-ray flux on the diffuse neutrino flux are indeed quite
stringent. However, the dilution of the flux due to the limited
AGN lifetime can be used to justify an increase of the luminosity
by a factor tAGN/tcycle, where tcycle is the periodic duration of an
AGN cycle.

Our results are consistent with the analytical treatment of
Berezinsky et al. (1997)—and with the study of Murase et al.
(2008a) though they assumed different physical parameters. A
rough order of estimate on the neutrino flux Jν around PeV
energies in the case of a pure proton composition, assuming that
the hadronic interactions are the dominant interaction process
can be written (Murase et al. 2008a):

E2Jν(E) ∼ 0.7 × 10−11 GeV s−1 cm−2

×
(

fpp

2.4 × 10−3

) (
D

100 Mpc

)−2 (
Lcr

E,16

1043 erg s−1

)
, (1)

where D is the distance to the source, Lcr
E,16 = 1043 erg s−1 the

cosmic-ray luminosity at E = 1016 eV (corresponding roughly
to a value of Lcr

E,16 = 1045 erg s−1 for a minimum injection
energy of Emin = 109 eV, with spectral index 2.3), and fpp
the effective optical depth for the proton–proton interactions at
energy E ∼ 1016 eV. This latter quantity can be written: fpp =
0.8 σppnNctesc ∼ 2.4 × 10−3(nH/10−4.5 cm−3)(tesc/1 Gyr),
assuming a constant baryonic density, nH , and escape time, tesc,
throughout the cluster.

Our fluxes are lower than those calculated by de Marco et al.
(2006) in the energy range between 1016 and 1018 eV, and show
an overall difference in the shape of the energy spectrum. This
discrepancy stems mainly, as already mentioned in Section 2.3,
from their choice of very bright infrared galaxy SED (instead
of elliptical galaxy in the present study) to calculate the cluster
photon background. Furthermore, hadronic interactions were
not taken into account by de Marco et al. (2006).

The neutrino fluxes presented in Figures 9–11 do not take
into account the limited AGN lifetime and assume a permanent
emission regime. This is justified for the highest energy cosmic
rays that produce neutrinos through interactions with the CMB
photons and that are not trapped inside the cluster: neutrino
production in this case should thus happen quickly after the
injection. We checked that it is also the case for the relatively
lower energy particles. Indeed, most of the PeV energy neutrino
flux is produced in the central region of the cluster shortly after
injection.

4.3. Secondary Gamma Rays

Secondary gamma rays can also be a signature of the
propagation of ultrahigh energy protons or nuclei in clusters
of galaxies. As for the neutrinos, the simultaneous observation
of charged particles and of gamma-ray photons from a cluster
will depend on the duration of the life cycle of the source.

Very high energy charged and neutral pions are produced
via hadronic and photo-hadronic interaction processes. Neutral
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Figure 18. The same as figure 17, but for the Virgo cluster. For comparison, we overlay future
gamma-ray constraints that can be placed by CTA (thin dotted curve).

density of GCs with masses above 1015M⊙ is ngc ≈ 3×10−6 Mpc−3 [e.g., 108], but it becomes
ngc ≈ a few ×10−5 Mpc−3 for masses above 5 × 1014M⊙.5 For GCs hosting AGN, only a
fraction of GCs (and galaxy groups) would have powerful AGN, and ngc ∼ 10−5 Mpc−3 is
used in ref. [46]. Then, taking into account the luminosity of CRs above 1017 eV is smaller
than that above GeV by ∼ 5− 1000 (for s ∼ 2− 2.4), the energy budget of VHECRs may be

Lvhecrngc ≈ 3.2× 1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1

(

Lvhecr

1043 erg s−1

)(

ns

10−5 Mpc−3

)

, (3.2)

which can be comparable to the energy budget of observed CRs above ∼ 1017 eV,
Qvhecr ≈ 3× 1045 erg Mpc−3 yr−1. Then, the diffuse neutrino background flux can be order
of E2

νΦν ∼ 10−9 − 10−8 GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, which could be seen by IceCube/KM3Net [29].
Next we briefly consider implications of future neutrino constraints on individual

clusters. For example, for s = 2.25, the luminosity of injected CRs above above 1017 eV,
Lvhecr = 1043 erg s−1, corresponds to Lcr ≈ 1045 erg s−1. For s = 2 below 1017 eV and
s = 2.5 above 1017 eV [29], the corresponding luminosity becomes Lcr ≈ 1044 erg s−1. Then,
through eq. (2.11), the total CR energy amount may be Ecr ≈ 1060.5 − 1062.5 erg (see shaded
areas in figure 15, 17–19). Although details depend on the history of CR acceleration and
escape properties, this implies that neutrino observations could test scenarios such that GCs
contribute to the observed CR flux below the ankle. Note that only optimistic cases would
be probed by IceCube/KM3Net via the search for individual steady sources, but stacking
analyses can improve the situation. In addition, the diffuse background flux limit would
give powerful and useful constraints [29].

In figure 19, we show the case of lower and higher values of the proton maximum
energy. For lower maximum energies, the constraint becomes weaker, since the atmospheric
neutrino background gets more important. For higher maximum energies, the constraint
does not change in the interesting range of the spectral index, s ! 2, since the neutrino flux
at sufficiently high energies is almost the same. Note that, when the maximum energy is
high enough, the constraint for s " 2 is optimistic due to severe attenuation in Earth.

5Hence the prediction for individual GCs given by ref. [29] is affected by the minimum mass of GCs that
contribute to the observed CR flux, while the diffuse neutrino background prediction does not change much.
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Galactic Halo 
CRs should interact w. circumgalactic gas 

A. Quasiisotropic Galactic emission

The IceCube excess is consistent with an isotropic
distribution of arrival directions. If it is truly isotropic, it
is natural to assume that the neutrinos come from extra-
galactic sources. In principle, however, one could consider
possibilities of Galactic sources such as Galactic halos
including termination shocks of galactic winds, high-
latitude old pulsars, local molecular clouds around the
solar system and hot circumgalactic gas. But, among them,
no plausible scenario has been proposed. PeV γ-ray con-
straints can strongly support this directly.
As an astrophysical scenario we briefly discuss the

expected neutrino and γ-ray emission from the Galactic
halo following Ref. [52]. We assume that the ejecta of
Galactic supernovae (SN) accelerate CRs to an energy
above the CR knee sufficient for the production of PeV
neutrinos. (We will provide a more detailed discussion of
the maximum CR energy in supernova remnant (SNR)
shocks in the following section.) The total CR energy
per SN is assumed to be a significant energy fraction ϵp
of the initial SN ejecta energy of Eej ¼ 1051ergEej;51.
In the following we approximate the source CR spec-
trum as a power-law normalized as E2

pNpðEpÞ≃
ϵpEejðEp=Ep;minÞ2−Γ=R0, where we assume that Ep;min ∼
mp and introduce a bolometric correction factor R0¼
ð1−ðEp;max=Ep;minÞ2−ΓÞ=ðΓ−2Þ (orR0¼ lnðEp;max=Ep;minÞ
for Γ ¼ 2).

We now assume that CRs injected over a time scale of
tinj ∼ 10 Gyr can be trapped in the Galactic halo [53] with a
gasdensitynhalo≃10−4.2 cm−3ðr=RvirÞ−0.8 [54]up to thevirial
radius Rvir≃260kpc [55]. Assuming the present supernova
rate ofRSN ∼ 0.03 yr−1 and itspast enhancementfpast ∼ 3 the
total number of SNRs contributing to the halo emission is
NSNR≃fpastRSNtinj. The present energy density of CRs in
the halo is thus approximately NSNRϵpEej=Vhalo with halo
volume Vhalo ≃ ð4π=3ÞR3

vir. The per flavor and per SNR
neutrino spectral emissivity is then (c.f. [23]) E2

νQνα≃
ð1=6ÞκpcσppnhaloE2

pNpðEpÞ, where Eν ≃ 0.05Ep and for
pp interactions we used the pion ratio K ≃ 2, mean inelas-
ticity κp ≃ 0.5 and cross section σpp≃3×10−26 cm2 around
1GeV, increasing toσpp≃6×10−26 cm2 aroundEkn [56].The
diffuse neutrino spectrum can then be approximated as

E2
νJhaloνα ≃ NSNR

4πVhalo

Z
Rvir

0
drE2

νQνα

≃ 2.4 × 10−9 GeVcm−2s−1sr−1ϵp;−1Eej;51

×
!

Rvir

260 kpc

"−2!fpast
3

"!
RSN

0.03 yr−1

"!
tinj

10 Gyr

"
;

ð3Þ

for Γ ¼ 2, Ep;min ∼mp and Ep;max ∼ 12 PeV.
Note that the previous estimate is consistent with results

obtained by Ref. [52] if we adopt Γ ¼ 2.4, but the
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FIG. 2 (color online). Measurements of the isotropic diffuse γ-ray flux in the TeV-PeV range by various experiments (see Table I). Left
panel: The black lines shows the γ-ray flux corresponding to IceCube’s best fit assuming pp-interactions (K ¼ 2) and an exponential
cutoff at 6 PeV (i.e., 3 PeV for neutrinos). We show the unattenuated flux and the flux from 8.5 kpc, 20 kpc, and 30 kpc, respectively,
taking into account pair production via scattering off CMB photons. For the conversion of photon fractions into photon flux we use the
CR flux of Ref. [8]. For comparison we also show the total neutrino flux as a thin gray line. Right panel: Comparison to the Galactic
γ-ray emission of a generic DM decay scenario assuming a scalar X with mass mX ¼ 5 PeV and lifetime τX ¼ 7 × 1027 s. The solid,
dashed, and dotted black lines show the diffuse emission from the three sky regions divided by the red dashed circles in Fig. 3. The solid
gray line shows the total average neutrino flux, which also accounts for the extragalactic contribution shown separately as a dashed
gray line.
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If the magnetic fields in the outer halo are on the order of
∼102 times smaller than those in the disk (or that the diffusion
coefficient is 102 times larger than in the disk), for example,
the majority of the cosmic rays produced throughout the history
of the Milky Way will remain within a few hundred kpc of the
disk, corresponding to cosmic-ray densities in the outer halo
on the order of 0.001–0.1 of that found in the disk. Through
interactions with the extended halo of ionized gas described
in the previous section, these cosmic rays can provide a flux
of gamma rays which constitutes a significant fraction of the
observed isotropic gamma-ray background.

4. THE CONTRIBUTION TO THE ISOTROPIC
GAMMA-RAY BACKGROUND

To calculate the gamma-ray flux from cosmic-ray interactions
with gas in the outer halo of the Milky Way, we adopt a simple
diffusion model:

∂

∂t

dNp

dEp

(x, t, Ep) = ∇·[K(Ep)∇dNp

dEp

(x, t, Ep)]+Q(x, t, Ep),

where K is the diffusion coefficient, and dNp/dEp describes
the distribution and spectrum of cosmic rays. Q is the source
term, which describes the injection rate and spectrum of cosmic
rays from the disk. As the escape time from the disk is small
compared to the relevant timescales of the problem, we simply
assume that cosmic rays immediately escape the disk and diffuse
outward according to the K value chosen for the outer halo.
We adopt an energy dependence of the source term given
by Q(Ep) ∝ E−2.4

p (consistent with the observed cosmic-ray
spectrum, after accounting for diffusion), and have normalized
the source term to produce the observed local density of cosmic
rays. We also adopt a time dependence in the source term
intended to reflect variations in the star formation rate of the
Milky Way:

Q(t)
Q(0)

=

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 + t/(1 Gyr) if t ! 2 Gyr,
3 if 2 Gyr < t ! 6 Gyr,
3 − 0.5(t − 6 Gyr) if 6 Gyr < t ! 10 Gyr.

(1)
We consider a diffusion coefficient that is constant throughout

the outer halo and with an energy dependence given by K(Ep) =
K0E

0.33
p . We find that for a value of K0 = 1.2 × 1029 cm2 s−1,

the cosmic-ray halo extends out to ∼60 kpc, and the cosmic-ray
density in the region surrounding the disk is about 30% of the
local cosmic-ray density. Much smaller values of K0 are likely
inconsistent with measurements of local primary-to-secondary
cosmic-ray species. We also consider a substantially larger
diffusion coefficient of K0 = 4 × 1030 cm2 s−1, which leads
to a cosmic-ray halo that extends out to several hundred kpc.

From the cosmic-ray distribution and the distribution of
ionized H ii gas as shown in Figure 1, we calculate the spectrum
of gamma rays produced per volume from pion production:

dNγ

dEγ

= 2
∫ ∞

Emin
π (Eγ )

dEπ

dNπ

dEπ

1
√

E2
π − m2

π

, (2)

where dNπ/dEπ is the spectrum of neutral pions produced in
cosmic-ray gas collisions:

dNπ

dEπ

= 4π nH

∫ ∞

Emin
p (Eπ )

dEpJp(Ep)
dσπ

dEπ

(Eπ , Ep). (3)

Figure 3. Contribution to the high-latitude gamma-ray background (as measured
by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope; Abdo et al. 2010a) from cosmic-
ray interactions with ionized hydrogen (H ii) in the outer halo of the Milky
Way. Here, we have adopted the gas density shown in Figure 1 and propagated
cosmic rays with a diffusion coefficient in the outer halo given by K(Ep) = 1.2×
1029 cm2 s−1 (Ep/GeV)0.33 (top) and K(Ep) = 4×1030 cm2 s−1 (Ep/GeV)0.33

(bottom). We expect a contribution at a similar level from gamma rays that are
produced by the same mechanism in the H ii halos of all galaxies along a given
line of sight.

Here, nH is the number density of gas (as shown in Figure 1)
and Jp(Ep) is the cosmic-ray intensity (per energy). For useful
parameterizations of the differential cross section for pion
production, see Blattnig et al. (2000).

In Figure 3, we show the contribution to the gamma-ray back-
ground at high Galactic latitudes from cosmic-ray interactions
with the extended halo of ionized gas. Results are shown for
two choices of the diffusion coefficient, which determine how
far the cosmic rays have propagated after escaping the disk. For
this range of diffusion coefficients, we find that between 3%
and 10% of the isotropic emission observed by Fermi originates
from these interactions.

The spatial extent of the cosmic-ray halo represents the most
significant uncertainty in our calculation. The two curves shown
in Figure 3 represent current cosmic-ray distributions that fall
to half of their density (not including the density within the
disk itself) by 60 kpc and by 360 kpc, respectively. For these
two cases, half of the observed gamma rays originate from
within 18 and 38 kpc, respectively, leading to an approximately
isotropic angular distribution of gamma rays, not dissimilar to
that predicted in the inverse Compton scenario described by
Keshet et al. (2004). We consider these two cases to represent
a reasonable range of possibilities, although gamma-ray fluxes
higher or lower by a factor of a few are not implausible.

The overall luminosity of gamma rays originating from
cosmic-ray interactions with the circum-galactic gas is poten-
tially substantial. The large number of cosmic rays in the Galac-
tic halo (see Section 3) compensates for the low density of the
circum-galactic gas. We can obtain an order of magnitude esti-
mate by integrating the cosmic-ray injection rate over the last
10 Gyr and assuming that most of the cosmic rays remain within
the virial radius of the Galaxy, where they interact with the
circum-galactic gas with a density ∼10−4 cm−3. This results in
a gamma-ray luminosity of Nγ (>100 MeV) ∼ 3.3 × 1041 s−1

and Lγ (>100 MeV) ∼ 7.8 × 1038 erg s−1, respectively. The
gamma-ray luminosity from the circum-galactic gas is therefore
potentially of a similar magnitude compared with that induced
by cosmic rays interacting with the interstellar medium in the

4
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pairs were selected purely on the basis of galaxy proper-
ties with no foreknowledge of absorption. Effectively, we
have generated the first statistical map of the CGM with
44 individual probes out to 160 kpc that allow us to cal-
culate the mass by exploiting our knowledge of the gas
surface density. This method requires no assumptions
about volume filling factors and cloud sizes, and relies
only on measured column densities of low-ionization state
metal lines and HI, along with CLOUDY-derived ioniza-
tion parameters based on these quantities. In this sense,
it is the first unbiased estimate of the total baryonic bud-
get of the photoionized L ∼ L∗ CGM, and is independent
of models of halo gas density or dark-matter mass.
We make two estimates for the total mass of the CGM

based on the CLOUDY modeling: a strict lower limit,
and a preferred lower limit. We do so in order to ac-
count for the large systematic errors associated with our
analysis, discussed more fully in the Appendix. Each cal-
culation is described below, and relies upon converting
the total hydrogen column density distribution to a gas
surface density distribution by mass. For an additional
mass estimate, we calculate the mass of the CGM by es-
timating the individual cloud sizes (NH / nH) and masses
indicated by the absorption along each line of sight, and
populating a CGM with these clouds to 300 kpc as is
observed (Prochaska et al. 2011).

4.2.1. Strict Lower Limit

We base the strict lower limit to the baryonic mass of
the photoionized, cool CGM on three very conservative
assumptions regarding our data: (1) The AODM HI col-
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Figure 10. The CLOUDY mean gas density as a function of
impact parameter scaled to R/Rvir. We find that gas density de-
creases with impact parameter at a 2.3σ level. The power law fit
to the data from a linear regression analysis is shown as brown
line, with the shaded beige area represented the 1σ uncertainty of
the fit parameters. The absorbers with star-forming host galax-
ies are shown as blue squares, while absorbers having host galaxies
without any detectable ongoing star formation are shown as red di-
amonds. The range of density values for each absorber are shown
by vertical dash-dotted gray lines, and are derived from the range
in allowed log U from the CLOUDY modeling and COS data. A
right-hand axis shows the corresponding values for density in cm−3.
We also show the data binned in three bins of R/Rvir in the white
circles.

umn density we measure from the COS spectra is the
true HI column density, regardless of whether it is satu-
rated in the data or whether adopting this value requires
assuming a super-solar gas metallicity, (2) The lowest
ionization parameter (i.e. highest neutral gas fraction)
allowed by the CLOUDY modeling is the true ionization
parameter of the gas and (3) As our observations include
sightlines that only lie up to 160 kpc (0.55 Rvir) in projec-
tion from the massive host galaxy, we assume the gaseous
CGM abruptly ‘ends’ beyond this value. We include the
11 non-detections in this estimate as described in Section
4.1.
The mean total hydrogen column assuming these min-

imal HI values and ionization parameters is log NH =
19 cm−2. The best power law fit for a gas surface den-
sity profile based on these values, truncated to 160 kpc
(0.55 R/Rvir), is given by equation 5. The corresponding
gas surface density by mass is 1.4mpNH(r), abbreviated
here as Σgas(r), where the factor of 1.4 corrects for the
presence of helium (the other metals make a negligible
contribution to the baryonic mass). It then follows that
the total mass is:

M cool
CGM =

∫

2πR Σgas(R) dR, (8)

Integrating this equation from 0 to 0.55 R/Rvir, we
find a strict lower limit to the mass of the photoionized
CGM of 2.1 × 1010 M⊙.

4.2.2. Preferred Lower Limit

Adopting the AODM lower limits to log NHI in some
cases requires a super-solar gas metallicity, which would
be significantly larger than the metallicity of the typical
host galaxy disk covered by COS-Halos (0.3 - 1.0 Z/Z⊙;
Werk et al. 2012). Furthermore, the ionization parame-
ters allowed by the data extend significantly higher than
the minimal values (described in detail in the Appendix).
We now estimate the total mass of the cool CGM based
on the preferred values for log NHI and log U we de-
rive from the CLOUDY modeling and our absorption-
line data. We calculate the mass in the same way as
above, now excluding the 11 non-detections. In this case
the best power-law fit for a gas surface density profile
based on these values is given by Equation 4.
As COS-Halos specifically targeted the inner CGM of

L∗ galaxies, our survey explicitly does not trace the full
extent of the CGM. Data from studies that blindly probe
IGM and CGM absorption and its connection to host
galaxies find a gaseous extent of 300 kpc, independent
of galaxy redshift and luminosity (Prochaska et al. 2011;
Rudie et al. 2012). Furthermore, some metal absorbers
have been shown to lie very far from the nearest galaxy,
with good completeness to L > 0.04 L∗ (Tripp et al.
2006; Johnson et al. 2013). Accordingly, we integrate
our gas surface density profile from R/Rvir = 0− 1 (the
mean value of Rvir for COS-Halos is ∼ 300 kpc) to find
the preferred lower limit of the mass of the photoionized
CGM to be Mcool

CGM = 6.5 × 1010 M⊙. This value is still
a lower limit in the sense that the HI column densities
used to derive this fit are lower limits. If, for example, we
find that the true HI column densities of the saturated
absorbers rise by a factor of 3, then the total mass of the
photoionized CGM rises to Mcool

CGM = 1.2 × 1011 M⊙.
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THE COS-HALOS SURVEY: PHYSICAL CONDITIONS AND BARYONIC MASS IN THE LOW-REDSHIFT
CIRCUMGALACTIC MEDIUM
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ABSTRACT

We analyze the physical conditions of the cool, photoionized (T ∼ 104K) circumgalactic medium
(CGM) using the COS-Halos suite of gas column density measurements for 44 gaseous halos within
160kpc of L ∼ L∗ galaxies at z ∼ 0.2. These data are well described by simple photoionization
models, with the gas highly ionized (nHII/nH ! 99%) by the extragalactic ultraviolet background
(EUVB). Scaling by estimates for the virial radius, Rvir, we show that the ionization state (tracked
by the dimensionless ionization parameter, U) increases with distance from the host galaxy. The
ionization parameters imply a decreasing volume density profile nH = (10−4.2±0.25)(R/Rvir)−0.8±0.3.
Our derived gas volume densities are several orders of magnitude lower than predictions from standard
two-phase models with a cool medium in pressure equilibrium with a hot, coronal medium expected
in virialized halos at this mass scale. Applying the ionization corrections to the H I column densities,
we estimate a lower limit to the cool gas mass Mcool

CGM > 6.5 × 1010 M⊙ for the volume within R <
Rvir. Allowing for an additional warm-hot, OVI-traced phase, the CGM accounts for at least half of
the baryons purported to be missing from dark matter halos at the 1012 M⊙ scale.
Subject headings: galaxies: halos – galaxies:formation – intergalactic medium — quasars:absorption

lines

1. INTRODUCTION

Baryons account for 17% of the gravitating mass in
the universe (Ωb = 0.17 Ωm; Blumenthal et al. 1984;
Dunkley et al. 2009). Yet, observational inventories
reveal a shortage of baryons on both universal and
galaxy-halo scales. The first ‘missing baryon prob-
lem’ is illustrated by counting up all the baryons re-
vealed by observations of stars, dust, and gas in galax-
ies and clusters (Ωg). The total is significantly less
than the value expected from the widely-accepted Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis model, weighing in at only 0.03
- 0.07Ωb (Persic & Salucci 1992; Fukugita et al. 1998;
Bell et al. 2003). Second, baryons are apparently miss-
ing from galaxies themselves in what is known as the
galaxy halo missing baryon problem (McGaugh 2008;
Bregman & Lloyd-Davies 2007; McGaugh et al. 2010).
To explain these baryon shortages one must invoke un-
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seen or poorly-defined components: highly photoionized
intergalactic hydrogen, known as the Lyα forest (Lynds
1971; Sargent et al. 1980; Cen et al. 1994), the warm-
hot intergalactic medium, or WHIM, (Cen & Ostriker
1999; Davé et al. 1999) and the circumgalactic medium,
or CGM (e.g. Bergeron 1986; Lanzetta et al. 1995). In
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, for instance,
baryons are apportioned comparably between the Lyα
forest (40%), the CGM (25%) and the WHIM (25%, ex-
cluding the gas that is also CGM; Davé et al. 2010).
The present work concerns the halo missing baryon

problem, which we briefly summarize here. Gener-
ally speaking, the condensed baryonic component of
galaxies, which dominates the energy output of the
system, is predicted to dynamically trace the under-
lying dark matter halo. Traditionally, baryon count-
ing in this regime has focused on a galaxy’s stars,
cold ISM, and its hot X-ray halo gas (Bell et al.
2003; Klypin et al. 2011; Baldry et al. 2008; Yang et al.
2009; McGaugh et al. 2010; Anderson & Bregman 2010;
Papastergis et al. 2012; Gupta et al. 2012). Compared
to the cosmological Ωb/Ωm ratio, galaxies and their halos
come up significantly short on baryons. For a Milky-Way
luminosity galaxy, the various estimates of the ratio in
stellar mass to the dark matter mass within the virial ra-
dius range from M∗/MDM ≈ 0.02− 0.05 (Behroozi et al.
2010); when we add the cold, neutral component from
HI surveys (Martin et al. 2010), this fraction increases
to only 0.07. Finally, when we add in the detected X-ray
halo gas, the fraction is at most 0.08 (but see Gupta et al.
2012; Fang et al. 2013). Such a deficiency is often ex-
pressed in terms of (Mstars,gas/MDM)/(Ωb/Ωm). In this
representation, galaxy halos appear to be missing ap-
proximately 60% of their baryons, suggesting that they
are structures nearly devoid of baryons both in mass and

pre-IceCube predictions 

not enough 
(typically) 

※ PeV γ rays should be expected (~60 % come from <26 kpc or higher if CR dist. has gradient)  
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FIG. 5: Left: Histogram of the event distribution in declination (top) and deposited energy (bottom). The hatched area shows
the contribution of the seven events in the extended GC region with a possible association with the FBs. The lines shows the
expected background from atmospheric muons (dotted), conventional atmospheric neutrinos (dashed) and the sum of these
backgrounds and the best-fit di↵use flux (solid) from Ref. [2]. Right: The di↵use flux from the FB in comparison with di↵use
�-ray limits in the 0.1-1 PeV range corrected for the overlap of the FoV with the FB region. The horizontal dashed line is a
preliminary upper limit from ANTARES on the per flavor neutrino flux of the FB [88]. The green point indicates the equivalent
di↵use flux from the FB of 1.4J IC

⌫↵ (see main text). The dotted (solid) line shows a possible intrinsic (absorbed) �-ray emission
from the FB with a spectral index � = 2.2 and exponential cuto↵ at 6 PeV according to Eq. (9). The corresponding neutrino
flux (per flavor) is shown as a dashed line. We also show estimates of the sensitivity of CTA (green dotted), HAWC (blue
dotted), LHAASO (red dotted) and HiSCORE (brown dotted) w.r.t. the di↵use TeV-PeV �-ray emission in the FBs.

event cluster search with a trial-corrected significance of
8% (see Fig. 1). The histogram in the left panel of Fig. 5
shows the distribution of these seven events in declina-
tion and detected energy. The declination distribution of
the reduced sample of 21 events follows the isotropic dis-
tribution more closely, as can be seen in the top panel.
On the other hand, there are no noticeable qualitative
changes of the energy distribution of the reduced sample
shown in the lower panel. This suggests that a combined
fit by the FBs+isotropic neutrino flux might provide a
better description of the data. Note, that the deposited
energy is only a lower bound on the neutrino energy. In
the case of cascades from neutral current interactions an
average fraction of 70 � 80% is carried away by the in-
visible neutrino and the energy deposited by the muons
depend on the track length and can be smaller by orders
of magnitude. The apparent gap of events the energy dis-
tribution shown in the lower histogram of the left panel
in Fig. 5 might be due to this e↵ect.

We estimate the per-flavor flux of the FBs via the con-
tribution of all weighted events to two spherical regions
above and below the GP with a radius of 25� which
gives nFB ' 3.6. Using Eqs. (1) and (4) we arrive at
JFB
⌫↵

(E
⌫

) ' 2.2(1.4)J IC
⌫↵

(E
⌫

) for E
⌫

in the IceCube energy
range and including (excluding) the isotropic background
of the rest of the IceCube excess. Since the spectral in-
dex of this flux as well as the neutrino energy range is
not well determined we show the corresponding neutrino
flux of the FBs (without background) as one data point

in the right panel of Fig. 5. We also show an estimate of
the di↵use limits from CASA-MIA and GRAPES-3 which
have a small overlap with the Northern FB. We correct
the limits by the factor

p
⌦FoV/⌦FB\FoV, where ⌦FoV

is the size of the observatory’s field of view (FoV) and
⌦FB\FoV the size of its intersection with the FBs. For
CASA-MIA and GRAPES-3 the intersection has a size of
0.44 sr and 0.30 sr, respectively, resulting in a correction
of the upper di↵use limit by factors 4.4 and 4.2.

We also indicate that possible neutrino and �-ray emis-
sions from the hadronic scenario of the FBs are consis-
tent with neutrino and �-ray observations. We assume
a reference �-ray spectrum with spectral index � ' 2.2
and exponential cuto↵ at 6 PeV. This would require a
CR population in the FBs with an exponential cuto↵ at
60 PeV, well above the CR knee. In fact, the FBs have
also been suggested as possible accelerators of CRs above
the CR knee [87, 89]. The horizontal dashed line in the
plot indicates a preliminary di↵use neutrino limit of the
ANTARES Collaboration [88]. Located in the Northern
Hemisphere, ANTARES can search for neutrinos of most
of the FBs with the traditional muon neutrino detection
channel of up-going tracks. The present limit is consis-
tent with IceCube’s observation of seven events from the
FB region. The proposed future Mediterranean telescope
KM3NET is expected to improve this limit by an order
of magnitude after one year of observation [90].

In addition, combining deeper PeV �-ray observations

Neutrino Events at Icecube and the Fermi Bubbles
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We discuss the possibility that the IceCube neutrino telescope might be observing the Fermi
Bubbles. If the bubbles discovered in gamma rays originate from accelerated protons, they should
be strong emitters of high energy (>⇠ GeV) neutrinos. These neutrinos are detectable as shower- or
track-like events at a Km3 neutrino observatory. For a primary cosmic ray cuto↵ energy at or above
10 PeV, the Fermi Bubble flux substantially exceeds the atmospheric background, and could account
for up to ⇠ 4 � 5 of the 28 events detected above ⇠30 TeV at IceCube. Running the detector for
⇠ 5� 7 more years should be su�cient to discover this flux at high significance. For lower primary
cosmic ray cuto↵ energies, longer running times will be required to overcome the background.

Very recently, the study of the sky at high energy has
received a new impulse by the IceCube observation of an
excess of neutrino flux, relative to the atmospheric neu-
trino background, above ⇠ 100 TeV [1, 2]. Of a total of
28 events, 21 are showers (or “cascades”), mostly caused
by electron and tau neutrinos. For the remaining 7 events
a muon track has been identified, thus indicating a muon
neutrino scattering. Two of the shower events exceed 1
PeV of deposited energy [1], while the other 26 events are
below ⇠ 250 TeV. The 28 events observed at IceCube are
a milestone in the field of neutrino astronomy, and have
triggered a feverish activity to understand their meaning
and their physics potential.

When comparing the data to theoretical models of high
energy neutrino fluxes, it is natural to expect that multi-
ple sources might contribute to the observed signal. Al-
though prompt atmospheric neutrinos could fit some of
the data [3], distant astrophysical sources are the most
natural explanation. Cosmological emitters would likely
produce a uniform, di↵use flux, and the spatial distri-
bution of the events is compatible with this hypothesis.
Recent literature discusses the cases of gamma ray bursts
[4] and their lower-powered counterparts [5, 6], cores of
active galactic nuclei [7] and active galaxies [8], as well
as intergalactic shocks [9].

In addition to a di↵use extragalactic component,
Galactic sources would appear as anisotropies, spatially
correlated with the Galactic disk and bulge. Recent anal-
yses suggested spatial correlation of the IceCube data
with unidentified TeV Galactic sources [10], with the
Galactic Center [11] and the Fermi Bubbles [11, 12]. Cor-
relation with known Galactic TeV sources has also been
searched [13]. Beyond the standard model, ideas include
the decay of heavy relics (Galactic and extragalactic)
[14, 15] and new physics contributions to the neutrino
cross sections [16].

The focus of this paper is to explore the detectability of
the Fermi Bubbles (FB) at IceCube. Discovered in 2009
by Fermi-LAT [17], the bubbles are extended gamma-
ray sources of globular shape, protruding symmetrically
out of the Galactic Center (GC) up to a distance of ⇠
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FIG. 1: (a): the IceCube events in equatorial coordinates,
with their the median angular errors, from [2]. The con-
tours of the Fermi Bubbles are shown as well. (b): the dis-
tribution (in deposited energy) of the events that are spa-
tially correlated with the bubbles. The highest energy event
(Edep = 1040.7+131.6

�144.4 TeV) is shown below 1 PeV, compatibly
with the error on the energy.

9 kpc. Their origin, and the production mechanism of
gamma rays, are yet unknown. Leaving aside possible
new physics [18–22], concentrated high rate of supernova
activity near the GC [23, 24] or accretion of gas by the
GC black hole at a high rate in recent past [17] are the
two main scenarios for bubble formation. The observed
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FIG. 6: Left: Histogram of the event distribution in declination (top) and deposited energy (bottom). The hatched area shows
the contribution of the seven events in the extended GC region with a possible association with the FBs. The lines shows the
expected background from atmospheric muons (dotted), conventional atmospheric neutrinos (dashed) and the sum of these
backgrounds and the best-fit di↵use flux (solid) from Ref. [2]. Right: The di↵use flux from the FB in comparison with di↵use
�-ray limits in the 0.1-1 PeV range corrected for the overlap of the FoV with the FB region. The horizontal dashed line is a
preliminary upper limit from ANTARES on the per flavor neutrino flux of the FB [89]. The green point indicates the equivalent
di↵use flux from the FB of 1.4J IC

⌫↵ (see main text). The dotted (solid) line shows a possible intrinsic (absorbed) �-ray emission
from the FB with a spectral index � = 2.2 and exponential cuto↵ at 6 PeV according to Eq. (9). The corresponding neutrino
flux (per flavor) is shown as a dashed line. We also show estimates of the sensitivity of CTA (green dotted), HAWC (blue
dotted), LHAASO (red dotted) and HiSCORE (brown dotted) w.r.t. the di↵use TeV-PeV �-ray emission in the FBs.

a reference �-ray spectrum with spectral index � ' 2.2
and exponential cuto↵ at 6 PeV. This would require a
CR population in the FBs with an exponential cuto↵ at
60 PeV, well above the CR knee. In fact, the FBs have
also been suggested as possible accelerators of CRs above
the CR knee [88, 90]. The horizontal dashed line in the
plot indicates a preliminary di↵use neutrino limit of the
ANTARES Collaboration [89]. Located in the Northern
Hemisphere, ANTARES can search for neutrinos of most
of the FBs with the traditional muon neutrino detection
channel of up-going tracks. The present limit is consis-
tent with IceCube’s observation of seven events from the
FB region. The proposed future Mediterranean telescope
KM3NET is expected to improve this limit by an order
of magnitude after one year of observation [91].

In addition, combining deeper PeV �-ray observations
covering the IceCube sky should enable us to test this
scenario solidly. We indicate in the right panel of Fig. 6
the sensitivity of CTA, HAWC, LHAASO and HiSCORE
to the di↵use emission of the FBs. Again, for CTA
we assume a FoV with diameter of 10� and PSF with
✓PSF ' 0.05�. If the FoV is contained in the FB (depend-
ing on the final location of the observatory) this gives a
correction �PS/�di↵ ' 2.4⇥ 10�3 sr. This estimate may
be optimistic since the search for extended emission with
Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes like CTA re-
quires an “edge”-like �-ray emission. Such an edge with
about 2� width is in fact suggested by the Fermi data [83],
but more sophisticated studies are needed. We esti-

mate the size of the overlap region ⌦FB\FoV of HAWC,
LHAASO and HiSCORE as 0.7 sr, 0.5 sr and 1.0 sr,
respectively. This gives a relative correction �PS/�di↵

for ✓PSF ' 0.2� of 5.3 ⇥ 10�3 sr, 4.2 ⇥ 10�3 sr and
6.2⇥10�3 sr, respectively. Again, this can only be consid-
ered an estimate since the experimental acceptance drops
towards the edge of the FoV. Nevertheless, all observa-
tories have the possibility to test the hadronic emission
model of the FBs with � ' 2.2 after a few years of ob-
servation.

III. CONCLUSIONS

The IceCube excess of 28 neutrino events in the TeV-
PeV energy region opens an exciting new window into
the non-thermal Universe. It is an open question if the
observed flux is a nearly isotropic emission that would
naturally originate from an extra-galactic source distri-
bution, or if the data hint to substructures that could
point to an extended region around the GC or the GP.

In this paper we have studied in detail how the TeV-
PeV �-rays produced via the same hadronic CR interac-
tions responsible for the neutrino emission can identify
or exclude Galactic contributions. We have summarized
upper limits on isotropic and non-isotropic di↵use �-ray
emission. We point out that PeV �-ray upper limits al-
ready disfavor the possibility that the IceCube excess has

Ref. Ahlers & KM 13, Razzaque 13, Lunardini+ 13 

up to 7 (among 28) can be associated w. Fermi bubbles 

Ahlers & KM 13 Lunardini et al. 13 



Contributions from Fermi Bubbles? 

•  consistent w. Γ=2.2 (while the cutoff is indicated by Fermi) 
•  testable w. future gamma-ray detectors (ex. CTA, HAWC)  
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FIG. 5: Left: Histogram of the event distribution in declination (top) and deposited energy (bottom). The hatched area shows
the contribution of the seven events in the extended GC region with a possible association with the FBs. The lines shows the
expected background from atmospheric muons (dotted), conventional atmospheric neutrinos (dashed) and the sum of these
backgrounds and the best-fit di↵use flux (solid) from Ref. [2]. Right: The di↵use flux from the FB in comparison with di↵use
�-ray limits in the 0.1-1 PeV range corrected for the overlap of the FoV with the FB region. The horizontal dashed line is a
preliminary upper limit from ANTARES on the per flavor neutrino flux of the FB [88]. The green point indicates the equivalent
di↵use flux from the FB of 1.4J IC

⌫↵ (see main text). The dotted (solid) line shows a possible intrinsic (absorbed) �-ray emission
from the FB with a spectral index � = 2.2 and exponential cuto↵ at 6 PeV according to Eq. (9). The corresponding neutrino
flux (per flavor) is shown as a dashed line. We also show estimates of the sensitivity of CTA (green dotted), HAWC (blue
dotted), LHAASO (red dotted) and HiSCORE (brown dotted) w.r.t. the di↵use TeV-PeV �-ray emission in the FBs.

event cluster search with a trial-corrected significance of
8% (see Fig. 1). The histogram in the left panel of Fig. 5
shows the distribution of these seven events in declina-
tion and detected energy. The declination distribution of
the reduced sample of 21 events follows the isotropic dis-
tribution more closely, as can be seen in the top panel.
On the other hand, there are no noticeable qualitative
changes of the energy distribution of the reduced sample
shown in the lower panel. This suggests that a combined
fit by the FBs+isotropic neutrino flux might provide a
better description of the data. Note, that the deposited
energy is only a lower bound on the neutrino energy. In
the case of cascades from neutral current interactions an
average fraction of 70 � 80% is carried away by the in-
visible neutrino and the energy deposited by the muons
depend on the track length and can be smaller by orders
of magnitude. The apparent gap of events the energy dis-
tribution shown in the lower histogram of the left panel
in Fig. 5 might be due to this e↵ect.

We estimate the per-flavor flux of the FBs via the con-
tribution of all weighted events to two spherical regions
above and below the GP with a radius of 25� which
gives nFB ' 3.6. Using Eqs. (1) and (4) we arrive at
JFB
⌫↵

(E
⌫

) ' 2.2(1.4)J IC
⌫↵

(E
⌫

) for E
⌫

in the IceCube energy
range and including (excluding) the isotropic background
of the rest of the IceCube excess. Since the spectral in-
dex of this flux as well as the neutrino energy range is
not well determined we show the corresponding neutrino
flux of the FBs (without background) as one data point

in the right panel of Fig. 5. We also show an estimate of
the di↵use limits from CASA-MIA and GRAPES-3 which
have a small overlap with the Northern FB. We correct
the limits by the factor

p
⌦FoV/⌦FB\FoV, where ⌦FoV

is the size of the observatory’s field of view (FoV) and
⌦FB\FoV the size of its intersection with the FBs. For
CASA-MIA and GRAPES-3 the intersection has a size of
0.44 sr and 0.30 sr, respectively, resulting in a correction
of the upper di↵use limit by factors 4.4 and 4.2.

We also indicate that possible neutrino and �-ray emis-
sions from the hadronic scenario of the FBs are consis-
tent with neutrino and �-ray observations. We assume
a reference �-ray spectrum with spectral index � ' 2.2
and exponential cuto↵ at 6 PeV. This would require a
CR population in the FBs with an exponential cuto↵ at
60 PeV, well above the CR knee. In fact, the FBs have
also been suggested as possible accelerators of CRs above
the CR knee [87, 89]. The horizontal dashed line in the
plot indicates a preliminary di↵use neutrino limit of the
ANTARES Collaboration [88]. Located in the Northern
Hemisphere, ANTARES can search for neutrinos of most
of the FBs with the traditional muon neutrino detection
channel of up-going tracks. The present limit is consis-
tent with IceCube’s observation of seven events from the
FB region. The proposed future Mediterranean telescope
KM3NET is expected to improve this limit by an order
of magnitude after one year of observation [90].

In addition, combining deeper PeV �-ray observations

Ahlers & KM 13  
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in model-building compared to Refs. [17–20]. We demonstrate how small explicit lepton number
violation could be combined with a low-scale mechanism for neutrino masses. While this scenario
is, in some respects, less predictive than the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking, it is simple,
technically natural and opens the way to new phenomenology in the neutrino sector.

An analysis closely related to ours was presented in [21, 22], which studied the e↵ect of light
scalar exchange on the energy spectrum of ⇠10 MeV neutrinos from core-collapse supernovae.
E↵ects due to vector boson exchange on the neutrino flux at high energy neutrino telescopes
were considered in [23, 24]. More recently, Refs. [25, 26] presented IceCube constraints on
neutrino interactions through a light mediator. In contrast to these works, we explore a concrete
model with a well defined relation to the neutrino mass mechanism. This allows us to (i) analyze
neutrino flavor e↵ects, highlighting the interplay between the rich phenomenology of a three-flavor
detection at IceCube to the flavor structure governing neutrino oscillations; and (ii) contrast our
model with concrete experimental constraints.

Many constraints on neutrino self-interactions were derived in the literature based on labora-
tory, astrophysical and cosmological data. We recalculate the most relevant constraints and refer
to the corresponding literature in the body of the paper.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we write an e↵ective Lagrangian for neutrino
masses including a light scalar �. We identify the parameter space that is relevant for high energy
neutrino astronomy, where high energy astrophysical neutrinos scatter on the ambient cosmic
neutrino background (C⌫B) through resonant � particle exchange. We then propose a simple
model that realizes this parameter space using heavy Dirac sterile neutrinos and explicit breaking
of lepton number mediated to the SM through the interactions of �. In Sec. III we calculate
the e↵ects of the neutrino interactions on the spectrum and flavor composition observable at
neutrino telescopes. We highlight the relation between the spectral and flavor distortions to the
details of the neutrino mass mechanism. We assess the prospects for detection by calculating
neutrino event rates in the IceCube detector, considering both showers and tracks. In Sec. IV we
summarize our results. In App. A we collect formulae for neutrino self-interactions. In App. B
we summarize observational constraints including meson decay, neutrinoless double-beta decay,
electroweak precision tests, lepton flavor violation, as well as astrophysical and cosmological
constraints.

II. LOW-SCALE NEUTRINO MASSES WITH NEUTRINO SELF-INTERACTIONS

Consider the low energy e↵ective Lagrangian describing neutrino mass generation

L = � g

⇤2

�(HL)2 + cc, (1)

where ⇤ is a large mass scale, g is a dimensionless coupling (matrix in lepton flavor), and � is a
SM-singlet complex scalar. We work in Unitary gauge, where electroweak symmetry breaking is
described by H = 1p

2

(0 v + h)T with v = 246 GeV. L = (⌫ l�)T is the SM lepton doublet left-

handed Weyl spinor, and we denote the antisymmetric SU(2) contraction by (HL) = HT i�2L.
Lepton number violation is mediated to the SM through a vacuum expectation value for �,

� = �+ µ (2)

with h�i = µ. In the neutrino mass basis we have
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The contribution of the s-channel diagrams above depends crucially on the decay width of the
exchanged scalar. This can be computed if no other decay paths except for the two-neutrino
state exist,

�
�

=
m

�

32⇡

X

i

|G
i

|2 . (A6)

In the scattering calculations above, we summed scalar and pseudo-scalar exchange diagrams,
ignoring the small mass splitting between these states. We now comment on the breaking of
scalar–pseudo-scalar mass degeneracy due to the explicit breaking of lepton number in the model.
Corrections to the near-degeneracy of the scalar (s) and pseudo-scalar (a) components of � =

(s + ia)/
p
2 arise as �m2

�

= m2

s

� m2

a

= 2�
�

µ2 = 2��

G2 m2

⌫

. This splitting means that scalar
and pseudo-scalar s-channel diagrams go resonant at slightly di↵erent neutrino energy, (✏

res,s

�
✏
res,a

)/✏
res

= �m2

�

/m2

�

, where ✏
res

denotes the mean resonance energy. This should be compared
to the width of each resonance, caused by the decay width of the states, �✏

res

/✏
res

= �
�

/m
�

.
In the parameter space of interest to us (m

�

& MeV, G & 10�3) and for reasonable values of
�
�

. 0.1, we see that the mass splitting is smaller than the width of the states, and can be

ignored: (✏
res,s

� ✏
res,a

)/✏
res

= 2��

G2
m

2
⌫

m

2
�
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/✏
res

⇠ G2

32⇡

.

Appendix B: Experimental constraints

Experimental constraints on ⌫⌫ interactions were considered in, e.g., [64–69], some of which
allowed for a light mediator and some took an e↵ective theory approach. Below we recalculate
the most relevant constraints, finding that the strongest generic bounds on G come from kaon
decays, independent of the scalar mass for m

�

⌧ m
K

as is relevant for this work. Stronger
bounds exist from neutrinoless double-beta decay, but apply only for a light scalar m

�

< 2 MeV.
Strong constraints, though specific to our model with heavy sterile neutrinos, are found from
PMNS matrix non-unitarity, and apply regardless of the interactions of �.

a. Light meson decays. The decay mode ⇡+ ! e+⌫� opens the possibility for pion decay
into an electron with no helicity suppression [68, 69]. In the limit m

�

⌧ m
⇡

we find, in agreement
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with

m
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i

µv2
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, g = diag(g
1

, g
2

, g
3

), G
i

=
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µ
=
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i

v2

⇤2

(4)

and where the ... in Eq. (3) stand for Higgs interactions that we do not discuss here. For later
convenience we define

G ⌘
X

i

G
i

=

P

i

m
⌫i

µ
. (5)

Focusing our attention to the phenomenology at neutrino telescopes, we show later on in
Sec. III A that a sizable modification to the neutrino flux observed at earth occurs if

G & 10�3

⇣ m
�

10 MeV

⌘

, or equivalently ⇤ . 8 TeV ⇥
⇣ m

�

10 MeV

⌘� 1
2
g

1
2 . (6)

The main observable e↵ect is the scattering of high energy neutrinos on C⌫B through resonant
� exchange, with resonance energy

✏
res

=
m2

�

2m
⌫

= 1 PeV
⇣ m

�

10 MeV

⌘

2

⇣ m
⌫

0.05 eV

⌘�1

. (7)

For the scattering to be identifiable in a neutrino telescope of the scale size of IceCube, the
resonance energy should fall in the range between a few TeV to a few PeV, where the atmospheric
background becomes manageable but the statistics is still large enough for a reasonable exposure
time. Note that the scattering e↵ect persists somewhat below ✏

res

, since the resonance energy
of neutrinos from high-redshift sources is lower by 1 + z as seen at the Earth. Non-resonant
interactions can in principle be important for large values of G [25, 26], but we show that such
large values are excluded in our model by various experiments.

There are then two basic requirements on the new physics leading to Eq. (1):

1. Requiring ✏
res

⇠TeV-PeV and using Eq. (6), we find that the new physics scale needs to
be quite close to the electroweak scale, ⇤ = O (10 TeV).

2. Eq. (6) implies

µ .
⇣ m

�

10 MeV

⌘�1

✓

P

i

m
⌫i

0.1 eV

◆

100 eV. (8)

We thus need to explain a large gap between the scalar mass and its Vacuum Expectation
Value (VEV): m

�

� h�i = µ. Explaining such a gap would be di�cult if lepton number
was broken spontaneously by �. The lesson we take from this constraint is that lepton
number violation should be explicit in the � sector.

Considering e↵ects in neutrino telescopes, then, the relevant parameter space is well defined. We
illustrate this parameter space in Fig. 1.

Eq. (1) is subject to various experimental constraints. In App. B we review the most relevant
processes, summarized as follows:

• If � is lighter than about 2 MeV, then the non-observation of neutrinoless double-beta decay
involving the emission of a light degree of freedom imply G . 10�5. The number 2 MeV
corresponds to the available phase space for the reaction (A,Z) ! (A,Z + 2) + 2e� + �.
This lower limit on m

�

is comparable to the constraint due to the number of relativistic
degrees of freedom during big-bang nucleosynthesis.
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•  An example that IceCube can be used for testing nonstandard interactions 
•  Can be more powerful than laboratory tests 

ex. s-channel resonance:  
s=2mνEν~mX
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